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Mitochondria are dynamic organelles that require an intricate network of protein
communication that traverse multiple compartments and membrane bilayers but
membrane proteins are notoriously difficult to study with traditional structure
determination methods. This thesis investigates intra- and inter- membrane protein
communication including residue-residue communications within a protein, between
protein domains, as well as inter-protein communication between proteins of a complex
and of the electron transport chain (ETC).
The first part of this thesis utilizes coevolution analysis to determine novel
insights into the structure and structural dynamics of the mitochondrial carrier family
(MCF) and Tim23. The ADP/ATP Carrier (AAC) is the most abundant and widely
studied transporter of the MCF and imports ADP into the mitochondrial matrix and
exports ATP to the cytosol by an alternating access mechanism resulting in two
alternate conformational states: one with the channel interior exposed to the cytosol and
one exposed to the matrix. Coevolution analysis of the AAC identifies novel residue
interactions integral to the transition and stabilization of the AAC.
Tim23 is the core channel-forming protein of the translocase of the inner
membrane (TIM23) complex that is responsible for the translocation and integration of
approximately 70% of mitochondrial proteins. Tim23 is composed of a soluble N-
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terminal domain in the intermembrane space and a membrane bound channel domain.
Although key structural regions for complex assembly and protein translocation have
been identified there is no high-resolution structure of Tim23. The coevolution analysis
presented here predicts the first model of the Tim23 channel domain and predicts
residue interactions that suggest novel structural dynamics.
The second part of this thesis investigates the inter-protein communication
between subunits of the TIM23 complex. Assays of native protein assemblies,
demonstrate how the lipid cardiolipin, supports proper TIM23 subunit association.
The final part of this thesis focuses on understanding the effect of NAPQI, an
acetaminophen metabolite, on the electron transport activity of complex II. A
reductionist approach, in which complex II was reconstituted into model membrane
systems, was necessary to determine the concentration dependent effect of NAPQI on
complex II activity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1

1.1 Mitochondria Ultrastructure and Dynamics
Mitochondria are essential organelles for cellular function and play a central role
in numerous cellular processes such as metabolism of amino acids, lipid synthesis, iron
cofactor assembly and apoptosis (1-3). The Endosymbiosis Theory describes how
mitochondria evolved as a result of engulfment of an α-proteobacterium by a host cell
resulting in double membrane-bound organelles (4). These biological membranes are a
key component for cellular viability by delineating different cellular spaces.
The outer membrane (OM) and inner membrane (IM) separate the mitochondria
from the cytosol. The OM allows the free passage of ions and small molecules through
pore forming proteins. The IM however is a more tightly packed barrier with any
translocation across this membrane occurring through specific membrane proteins.
Across the IM exists a membrane potential that is generated by the electron transport
chain to facilitate ATP synthesis and a number of other processes. The import and
sorting of proteins into the different subcompartments of the mitochondrion is mediated
by specific protein complexes, which are described below. These membranes delineate
multiple subcompartments, the intermembrane space (IMS), located between the OM
and IM), the matrix, and cristae lumen. Contact sites occur where the IM is in close
proximity to the OM, and this part of the IM is specified as the inner boundary
membrane.	
  The matrix is the innermost compartment of the mitochondria and home to
mitochondrial protein transcription and translation along with many other biochemical
processes. Cristae, invaginations of the IM into the matrix form the cristae lumen (5),
and are the location of oxidative phosphorylation and house the complexes of the
electron transport chain and ATP synthase (6) (Fig 1.1).
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Phospholipids are amphipathic molecules with a hydrophilic polar head group
and hydrophobic acyl chain tails and are the primary lipid component of all eukaryotic
biomembranes. The primary phospholipids in both the IM and OM are
phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) with the remaining lipid
composition being made of phosphatidylinositol (PI), phosphatidylserine (PS),
phosphatidic acid (PA), and cardiolipin (CL). However, the two membranes are distinct
in the percent of CL present, with the OM containing roughly 5% CL and the IM
containing 10-20% CL, depending on the species and cell type (7). The IM is also much
more protein-rich than the OM. On a gram per gram basis, the ratio of protein to lipid in
the IM is ~3-4:1, whereas in the OM it is ~1:1. This high ratio means that about 21% of
total mitochondrial proteins are found in the IM (8). The mitochondrial proteome is
extensive, containing approximately 1,500 and 1,000 proteins in man and yeast
respectively (9,10). Although mitochondria have their own genome and the biosynthetic
machinery for transcription and translation, only about 1% of mitochondrial proteins are
encoded in mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) (11). The majority of proteins are nuclear
encoded, translated on cytosolic ribosomes, and must be imported into the mitochondria
(12,13).
1.2 Lipids
As mentioned above, the mitochondrial OM and IM differ in lipid composition.
These differences ensure optimal functional and structural integrity of the proteins that
reside within these membranes and ensure proper association of protein complexes
(14,15). Lipids can be separated into three general categories: bulk lipids, annular lipids,
and non-annular lipids. Bulk lipids do not contact membrane proteins or protein
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complexes whereas annular lipids preferentially accumulate in the vicinity of membrane
proteins. Non-annular, or bound lipids mediate interactions between protein interfaces
and subunits of protein complexes and also allow proper integration. Annular lipids
exchange rapidly with bulk lipids and are often thought of as a solvating shell of lipids
around a protein whereas non-annular lipids are often tightly bound or buried within a
protein or complex (Fig 1.2). Not surprisingly then, non-annular lipids often have a role
in protein and complex assembly and as such, their removal can affect protein structure
and function (16). For example, minimizing exposure of the yeast cytochrome bc1 to
detergent was shown to maintain bound lipid and enhance protein activity (17). Another
example of the lipid dependence of protein activity comes from the mitochondrial
Translocase of the Outer Membrane (TOM) complex, which shows a marked decrease
in activity with reduced levels of PE (18). Numerous proteins rely on a lipid called
cardiolipin (CL) mainly found in energy transducing membranes like the mitochondrial
IM (19,20). CL is required for a number of IM proteins for full catalytic activity;
specifically, the ADP/ATP Carrier (AAC) (21), cytochrome c oxidase (22), and is
essential for the assembly of respiratory complexes into supercomplexes and as a
result is necessary for optimal activity (23-25).
1.2.1 CL Structure and effect on Membrane Properties
CL is an anionic phospholipid consisting of two phosphatidyl moieties connected
by a central glycerol molecule. As a result of this modular structure, CL has two head
groups and four acyl chains (Fig 1.3, left) (26). Due to its dimeric structure, the head
group of CL has a much smaller cross sectional area than the acyl chains, giving CL an
overall conical shape. The conical shape of CL results in increased lateral pressure that
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can impart negative curvature in the membrane bilayer (27), which is critical for the
structural integrity of highly curved membranes (28) such as mitochondrial cristae (29).
Recently, it was determined the CL headgroup carries a negative two charge at
physiological pH (26,30) and therefore results in a negative surface charge density of
CL containing membranes. The negative surface charge density is instrumental is the
electrostatic attraction and binding of peripheral and integral membrane proteins (3133).
1.2.2 CL Biosynthesis Pathway
The biosynthesis pathway of CL (Fig 1.4A) can be broken up into three parts; 1)
PA formation and translocation from the OM to IM, 2) biosynthesis of nascent CL from
PA, and 3) CL remodeling, which consists of altering the composition of the acyl chains
of CL. In yeast, the protein Ups1 facilitates the first step, by transferring PA from the OM
to the IM (34). The conversion of PA to CL proceeds by four major reactions. Tam41, a
peripheral membrane protein, catalyzes the first reaction in which PA is used to
synthesize CDP-diacylglycerol (CDP-DG) (35-37). In the second reaction, Pgs1 forms
phosphatidylglycerophosphate (PGP) by catalyzing the transfer of a phosphatidyl group
from CDP-DG to glycerol-3-phosphate (38). Next, removal of the terminal phosphate
from PGP by Gep4 results in the formation of phosphatidylglycerol (PG) (39). The next
step of the pathway is the condensation of PG and CDP-DG to yield nascent CL,
catalyzed by Crd1 (40,41). In the final part of this pathway nascent CL is remodeled
resulting in mature CL. The composition of the acyl chains varies in a tissue- and
organism-specific manner. Removal of one fatty acid (FA) chain by Cld1 results in the
formation of monolysocardiolipin (MLCL) (Figure 1.3, right) (42,43). Next, the enzyme
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tafazzin (Taz1) transfers an acyl chain from a donor phospholipid to MLCL from a donor
lipid (44). This part of the cycle continues until all acyl chains of the CL molecule are of
the proper composition.
1.2.3 Abnormal CL Biosynthesis and Barth Syndrome
The CL biosynthetic pathway was first elucidated in yeast, largely from a series
of gene knockouts (Fig 1.4B). To begin, loss of Tam41, a protein involved in the early
stages of the pathway, results in a complete loss of CL and an accumulation of PA (36).
Loss of Crd1 (Δcrd1) results in a complete loss of CL and elevated levels of PG (45).
Loss of Cld1 (Δcld1) keeps nascent CL from entering the remodeling pathway, thereby
altering acyl chain composition; however, this knockout does not yield a measureable
phenotype in yeast (42, 43, 46). Loss of Taz1 (Δtaz1) in humans results in Barth
syndrome. Barth syndrome and yeast Δtaz1 mutants have decreased CL with a
resulting increase in MLCL along with altered CL acyl chain composition. In humans,
Barth syndrome is an x-linked recessive disease that often includes heart failure,
myopathy, neutropenia, and growth retardation (47).
1.3 Protein Import and the TIM23 Pathway
Most mitochondrial proteins are directed to the mitochondria utilizing intrinsic
targeting signals. The translocase of the outer membrane (TOM) functions as the main
entry gate through the OM for the majority of mitochondrial targeted proteins (48). From
there, proteins are directed to the correct mitochondrial compartment by various protein
import pathways depending on the internal targeting signal they contain. The carrier
translocase of the inner membrane (TIM22) integrates multispanning hydrophobic
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carrier proteins into the IM (49,50). The sorting and assembly machinery (SAM)
integrates β–barrel proteins into the OM (51). The mitochondrial import and assembly
(MIA) machinery located in the IMS imports proteins containing characteristic cysteine
motifs (52,53). The mitochondrial import (MIM) complex imports α-helical OM proteins
(54,55). Lastly, the translocase of the inner membrane (TIM23) integrates proteins into
the IM (56) and with the help of the presequence translocase-associated motor (PAM)
imports proteins into the matrix (57). Proteins that are imported or integrated through
the TIM23 complex contain a cleavable N-terminal presequence.
Presequences are highly variable in length, ranging between 10-100 amino acids
(averaging 15-50 residues in length), and they lack evolutionary sequence conservation.
However, all presequences form amphipathic α-helices with hydrophobic residues on
one face and basic residues on the other (12). 70% of mitochondrial proteins contain an
N-terminal presequence (58). A presequence containing protein is also known as a
precursor protein. Once the precursor protein reaches the matrix the presequence is
cleaved off by the mitochondrial processing peptidase resulting in the mature form of
the protein (59,60).
1.3.1 Presequence Recognition by the TOM Complex
Precursor proteins travel across the OM through the TOM complex and across or
into the IM through the TIM23 pathway. The majority of mitochondrial proteins, including
presequence containing proteins, are first recognized by the TOM complex (48). The
TOM complex consists of seven subunits. Tom40 is a β-barrel membrane protein that
forms the channel through which precursor proteins traverse the OM. Tom70, Tom20
and Tom22 are the main receptor subunits whereas Tom7, Tom6, and Tom5 regulate
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the assembly of the complex (61) (Fig 1.5). Tom20 and Tom22 first recognize a
precursor protein when approaches the OM in the cytosol (62,63). Next, Tom40
mediates the translocation of the precursor protein into the IMS where it is recognized
again by Tom22 (64,65), and then by the TIM23 complex.
1.3.2 The Subunits of the TIM23CORE Complex
The TIM23 complex is versatile in that it facilitates the translocation of both
matrix bound and IM integrated presequence containing proteins (56). Regardless of
protein identity, translocation and integration both occur in a membrane potential
dependent manner (66,67). The TIM23 complex is modular, in that it contains 11
identified subunits and assembles into multiple functional organizations depending on
the final destination of the precursor protein (Fig 1.5). TIM23CORE, the main functional
unit, contains Tim23, Tim17, and Tim50. Tim50 has an N-terminal matrix domain, a
single transmembrane segment (TMS) spanning the IM, and a large C-terminal
hydrophilic domain located in the IMS. Importantly, a β-hairpin located in the IMS
promotes the interaction of Tim50 with Tim23 (68). The C-terminal IMS domain of
Tim50 acts as the central receptor of the complex and plays a crucial role in transferring
precursor proteins from TOM to TIM23 (69-71). Deletion of Tim50 is lethal in yeast, and
decreased expression levels of Tim50 results in reduced protein import.
Tim23 and Tim17 are homologous proteins that make up the core voltage-gated
channel (72). Tim23 has a bipartite organization containing a soluble N-terminal IMS
domain that is intrinsically disordered, and a C-terminal channel-forming domain (66,
73). The N-terminal domain is able to span the IMS and helps transfer precursor
proteins from the TOM complex (74) in cooperation with Tim50. The C-terminal domain
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of Tim23 is predicted to have four TMSs that constitute the ΔΨ dependent translocation
channel (73). Tim17 is an integral membrane protein that lacks an extensive IMS
domain like Tim23 and instead consists of just four TMSs, with the N-terminal and Cterminal domains located in the IMS (75).
1.3.3 Integration of IM Proteins
In addition to the TIM23CORE subunits, TIM23SORT, an alternate modular assembly
of the TIM23 complex, contains proteins Tim21 and Mgr2 (Fig 1.5). Tim21 is anchored
in the IM by a single TMS, and has an N-terminal domain located in the matrix and a Cterminal domain located in the IMS. Tim21 is predicted to interact with Tom22 through
electrostatic interactions (76) and works antagonistically to Tim50 by reducing the
accumulation of precursor protein at the TOM complex (56). Tim21 has been shown to
recruit the respiratory chain III-IV supercomplex resulting in promotion of ΔΨ driven
protein translocation (77). Mgr2, a small hydrophobic protein, consisting of two TMS in
the IM and a small N-terminal hydrophilic IMS domain (78), promotes the coupling of
Tim21 to the TIM23CORE (79) and has been shown to act as a quality control checkpoint
for laterally sorted IM proteins (80).
1.3.4 Import of Matrix Bound Proteins
Tim17 is thought to promote protein sorting and upon Tim21 dissociation from
TIM23CORE, Tim17 acts as a docking point for the ATP-driven PAM complex (56). The
PAM complex is composed of six subunits (Fig 1.5) Tim44, mtHsp70, Pam16, Pam17,
Pam18, and Mge1. When TIM23CORE associates with the PAM complex the TIM23MOTOR
complex is formed. TIM23MOTOR is essential for the complete translocation of precursor
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proteins across the IM and into the matrix (57). A presequence containing protein is
driven into the matrix through interaction with the ATP hydrolyzing mitochondrial heat
shock protein 70 (mtHsp70) (81). Tim44 has two domains, the N-terminal domain and
C-terminal domain, and acts as a scaffold, linking TIM23CORE to the other PAM complex
components (82). The C-terminal domain interacts with Tim23 and Tim17 (83). The Nterminal domain is intrinsically disordered and thought to play a regulatory role as it has
been shown to interact directly with mtHsp70 and Pam16 (82). Pam16 is a peripheral
membrane protein that contains a J-like domain with a modified HPD motif. Pam18 is a
J-domain containing protein, anchored to the IM by a single pass TMS. Pam18 has a
stimulatory effect on ATP hydrolysis by mtHsp70 and, as a result protein import into the
matrix, which is additionally regulated by Pam16 (84-86). Mge1 is a nucleotide
exchange factor that promotes the release of ADP from mtHsp70, allowing the next
reaction cycle to occur (87). The final subunit of PAM is Pam17, another regulatory
protein that aids in the organization of the complex, however its specific function is
unknown (88-90).
Although high-resolution structures are available for some of the soluble domains
of the TOM and TIM23 complex subunits (68,91,92), there is no structural information
available for Tim23 or Tim17 and it is unknown how these subunits come together to
form the voltage-gated pore.
1.3.5 The TIM23 Complex and CL
A number of studies have shown CL is important for the functional integrity of the
TIM23 complex (35-37, 93-95). In one example, yeast cells lacking Tam41 showed
decreased protein import possibly due to a decrease in association of TIM23CORE with
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the PAM complex (37, 93). Upon analysis with BN-PAGE, yeast cells lacking Tam41
show a destabilization of the TIM23SORT complex. Furthermore, cells lacking Ups1 had
decreased CL and decreased association of TIM23CORE with the PAM complex (95).
Another example is the role of CL in the membrane interactions of Tim44 (96,97).
The interaction of helices A1 and A2 of the N-terminal domain of Tim44 with liposomes
is enhanced when CL was present. Supporting this, deletion of helix A1 abolishes the
ability of Tim44 to associate with CL containing liposomes (97) suggesting CL is
important for the interaction of Tim44 with the IM.
More recently, a more complete picture of the effect of CL on the TIM23 complex
was described by investigating the effect of CL on Tim50 (98). Through a number of
techniques it was determined that the soluble domain of Tim50 (yeast residues 133476) interacts with membranes in a CL-dependent way, and that this interaction then
promotes the Tim50 association with the channel domain of Tim23 (98). MD simulations
and biochemical experiments more specifically identified the β-hairpin containing face of
Tim50 to stabilize the interaction with the membrane (98). Together, these observations
suggest that CL could promote protein import through the TIM23 complex by promoting
the association between Tim50 and Tim23.
The N-terminal domain of Tim23 (residues 1-97 of S. cerevisiae) is located in the
IMS and the first 50 residues are required for yeast growth at 37°C (74). It has been
shown that during protein translocation the TOM and TIM23 complexes associate
transiently to form a supercomplex at contact sites (99-101). These two facts led
researchers to investigate the role the IMS domain of Tim23 may play in the formation
of contact sites during protein translocation. Using nuclear magnetic resonance,
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residues 1-7 and 29-46 were identified to bind directly to membranes. Residues W3 –
L4 – F5 have been termed the “hydrophobic hook” with W3 known to insert into the
hydrophobic milieu of the OM. CL has been shown to enhance this membrane
interaction (102).
1.4 The Conservation of Protein Import and Associated Diseases
1.4.1 The TOM Complex
Yeast is an effective model to study mitochondrial protein import due to the high
conservation of these protein import complexes. The TOM complex is conserved from
yeast to human, containing the same seven subunits (103). The only differences
between yeast and human TOM arise in the cytosolic chaperones involved in delivering
presequence containing proteins to the complex (104).
With the TOM complex having such a large role in protein import it is not
surprising it has been linked to disease, specifically Parkinson’s disease (105). The
binding of α-synuclein to Tom20 has been shown to impair the Tom20-Tom22
interactions, thereby impairing protein import (105). Additionally, PINK1, a mitochondrial
kinase associated with familial cases of Parkinson’s disease, can form stable
complexes with the TOM complex in damaged mitochondria. These complexes then
serve as a signal of mitochondrial damage (106,107).
1.4.2 The TIM23CORE Complex
The structural organization and function of TIM23CORE is conserved from yeast to
humans again validating the use of a yeast model for these studies (108), however
there are differences. As stated above Tim50 is the first point of contact in the TIM23
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complex for presequence containing proteins. Human Tim50 has been shown to have
phosphatase activity (109), whereas in yeast there is no evidence of this. Furthermore,
whereas yeast Tim17 is encoded by a single gene, in humans, Tim17 exists as three
separate isoforms (a, b1, and b2), which are present in distinct TIM23 complexes (110).
A number of pathological conditions can be linked to defects in components of
the protein import machinery. Tim23 is essential for viability in both yeast and mice
(111,112). The first evidence of a pathological implication due to altered protein import
was shown with human deafness dystonia syndrome. This disease is caused by
mutations in Tim8, a subunit of the TIM22 pathway, which is responsible for the import
of Tim23 (see section 1.6.1 for detail), indicating poor protein import and a lack of Tim23
present in the mitochondria as possible indirect causes for disease (113,114). Another
example is with high expression of both Tim50 (115) and Tim17 (116,117) which has
been associated with breast cancer. Additionally, the suppression of Tim50 hinders
cancer cell proliferation (115).
1.4.3 The TIM23MOTOR Complex
The function of TIM23MOTOR is also conserved from yeast to humans, and
includes the same major subunits. However, as with Tim17, humans have two orthologs
of Pam18, DnaJC15 and DnaJC19. DnaJC15 associates with TIM23CORE containing
Tim17a whereas DnaJC19 associates with complexes containing Tim17b (110).
Another difference lies within mtHsp70, the matrix-localized chaperone that serves as
the central ATPase motor protein of the PAM complex. This subunit is conserved
throughout all eukaryotes. However, whereas humans contain only one homolog termed
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mortalin (118), yeast contain three homologs, of which the one most critical for protein
import is Ssc1 (119,120).
A number of diseases have been associated with defects in the subunits of the
PAM complex. A single point mutation in human Tim44 is associated with oncocytic
thyroid carcinoma (121) and up regulation of Tim44 is associated with diabetes (122).
Magmas, the human Pam16 ortholog, expression has been associated with prostate
cancer cells (123). In addition, a mutation in Magmas has been correlated with skeletal
dysplasia (124). Mortalin is mostly present in the mitochondria is also found in the
cytosol and able to bind inactive p53, this results in uncontrolled cell proliferation and a
number of cancers (125).
1.4.4 The TIM23SORT Complex
As in yeast, human TIM23SORT is composed of Tim23, Tim17, Tim50, Tim21 and
Romo1 (reactive oxygen species modulator 1), a homolog of Mgr2 (126). In both
humans and yeast, Tim21 interacts with both the TIM23 complex and the respiratory
chain III-IV supercomplex, thereby increasing the ΔΨ in the vicinity of the TIM23SORT
complex and aiding in the lateral insertion of proteins (77). In humans, Tim21 plays an
additional role in the assembly of respiratory chain complexes (127). Romo1 was first
discovered through the identification of up-regulated proteins in tumor tissue, which
resulted in increased reactive oxygen species production (128). Overexpression of
Romo1 is specifically associated with the poor prognosis of hepatocellular carcinoma
patients (129).
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1.4.5 Summary
Conservation of the TIM23 and TOM complexes indicates just how important
protein import is to organelle survival and cell integrity. While differences remain
between yeast and human, the main subunits remain conserved, making yeast a fitting
model organism to study this system (130).
The number of diseases involving subunits of the TOM or TIM23 complex again
emphasizes the importance of this functional system to organelle survival and cell
integrity. The high number of resulting cancers and other diseases caused by improper
expression of TIM23 and TOM complex subunits demonstrates just how important it is
to understand the process of protein import and subunit structure to be able to combat
these disease states.
1.5 The Tim23 Protein Superfamily
The Tim23 protein superfamily refers to homologous proteins Tim23, Tim17 and
Tim22. Like Tim23 and Tim17, Tim22 contains four TMSs with the N- and C-terminal
ends located in the IMS (49). Tim22 is not part of the TIM23 complex, but is the core
subunit of the TIM22 complex.
1.5.1 The TIM22 Complex
The TIM22 complex integrates polytopic IM proteins, namely mitochondrial
carrier family (MCF) proteins, like the ADP/ATP Carrier (AAC) (49,131), and the protein
translocation proteins Tim23 and Tim17 (132-135). Tim22, like Tim23 and Tim17
integrates proteins into the IM in a ΔΨ-dependent manner (136). Tim54 is thought of as
the receptor-like protein of the complex and recruits the chaperone complexes Tim915

Tim10-Tim12 (137,138) and Tim8-Tim13 (139) to the TIM22 complex. These chaperone
complexes help protect the hydrophobic IM proteins destined for IM integration from
aggregating. Finally, the subcomplex consisting of Tim18 and Sdh3 aids in the
assembly of the TIM22 complex (140).
1.5.2 Protein Integration through the TIM22 Complex
Proteins integrated into the IM through the TIM22 complex do not contain an Nterminal presequence; instead they contain multiple internal signals, which target these
hydrophobic proteins to the mitochondrial IM (141,142). Proteins targeted to the TIM22
pathway also utilize the TOM complex to traverse the OM (143). Once proteins arrive in
the IMS they interact with chaperone complexes that facilitate their interaction with the
TIM22 complex (135,144,145). Specifically, it has been shown AAC requires Tim9Tim10 for proper import (146) whereas both Tim9-Tim10 and Tim8-Tim13 complexes
have been shown to interact with different sites of Tim23 to promote import (145).
1.6 The ADP/ATP Carrier
1.6.1 The Mitochondrial Carrier Family
The MCF is comprised of transporters that mediate the flux of small molecules
between the mitochondrial matrix and the cytosol. Mitochondrial carriers are integrated
into the mitochondrial IM, selectively transporting a range of substrates including
nucleotides, amino acids, fatty acids, inorganic ions and cofactors. These carriers
therefore play a critical role in coordinating major metabolic pathways of the
mitochondria, including the citric acid cycle, oxidative phosphorylation, and fatty acid
oxidation, with the rest of the cell (147). MCF transporters are α-helical bundle proteins
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with six transmembrane segments. They have a common tripartite structural
organization comprised of a tandem arrangement of three homologous modules, each
approximately 100 amino acids in length (148). Each module consists of two
transmembrane α-helices connected by shorter matrix-facing helices (Fig 1.6). Despite
the sequence and structural similarities that unite MCF transporters, each has welldefined substrate specificity.
1.6.2 The AAC Structure
The AAC, the most abundant and widely studied member of the MCF, mediates
the bidirectional and electrogenic transport of adenine nucleotides, importing ADP into
the matrix and exporting ATP to the cytosol (149). This transporter is therefore essential
for energy balance within eukaryotic cells. During its transport cycle, the AAC is
believed to have two main conformational states: the c-state and the m-state, in which
the substrate binding site is accessible to the cytosolic- and matrix-facing sides of the
mitochondrial IM, respectively (150-154). Our current knowledge of the structures of
MCF transporters is based primarily on the AAC given the availability of high-resolution
crystal structures of the AAC in the c-state from bovine heart (155,156) and from the
yeast, S. cerevisiae (157), as well as projection structures of yeast AAC in lipid bilayers
(158). More recently, the crystal structure of the AAC in the m-state from
Thermothelomyces thermophilia was solved providing even more detail into the
structure of the AAC (159) and as a result other MCF transporters.
To date, all AAC structures have been solved in an inhibitor-stabilized state. The
inhibitor, carboxyatractyloside, maintains the transporter in the c-state (160), whereas
the inhibitor bongkrekic acid maintains the transporter in the m-state (161). These AAC
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structures reveal a pseudo threefold symmetry consistent with the canonical tripartite
domain organization of MCF transporters. Its transmembrane helices are highly tilted
relative to the bilayer normal, forming a barrel-like structure with a deep conical
substrate-binding cavity exposed to the cytosol in the c-state and the matrix in the mstate (Fig 1.6B,C). Closure of the barrel is attained through a gate that is about 15Å
thick on either the cytosolic or matrix side of the protein in the m-state and c-state
respectively (159).
In the c-state the closure of the barrel is attained by the odd-numbered
transmembrane helices (H1, H3, and H5). These helices contain the MCF signature
motif Px[D/E]xx[K/R] (Fig 1.6A, sm1), which is conserved among all members of the
MCF (162). The proline residue of this motif induces a sharp kink within the oddnumbered helices, causing the C-terminal ends of these helices to converge at the base
of the binding cavity. The interaction of these kinked helices is stabilized by an
intermodule salt bridge network formed by the charged residues of the MCF motif (155157) and braced by glutamate side chains (157). Situated on the matrix side of this
electrostatically-stabilized network are three amphipathic helices (h12, h34, and h56)
that connect the transmembrane helices of each module. Together these matrix helices
are believed to impart stability to the c-state of the AAC by maintaining closure on the
matrix side of the protein and the formation of the matrix gate.
In the m-state the even-numbered helices (H2, H4, H6) are important for the
cytosolic gate closure and conformational stabilization. The even-numbered helices
contain a conserved motif, [Y/F][D/E]xx[K/R] (Fig 1.6A, sm2) that forms a
complementary intermodule salt bridge network due to the charged residues of the motif
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(157,163,164) that is braced by tyrosine side chains (159). Bulky hydrophobic and
aromatic residues form a hydrophobic plug located on the cavity side of the salt bridge
network supports the cytosolic gate closure (159).
These salt bridge networks and residue braces result in the closure of the
substrate-binding cavity on the cytosolic side or matrix side of the protein. In both the cstate and m-state there are approximately equal interaction energies and a similar
number of polar interactions (159) suggesting comparable stability of both
conformational states of the protein.
1.6.3 The AAC Transport Mechanism
It is generally accepted that the AAC and other MCF transporters function by an
alternating access mechanism (165). In this model for solute transport, substrate
binding to a site accessible from one side of the membrane leads to a conformational
change in the transporter that exposes the substrate to the opposite side of the
membrane, allowing the substrate to dissociate, in this way the substrate binding site is
thought of as a fulcrum (159). In such mechanisms, the interconversion of these
extreme conformers proceeds via one or more intermediary structural states (Fig 1.6D)
that are still unresolved. Because available crystal structures of AAC are all locked in
either the c-state or m-state, the structural basis by which the carrier can convert
between these states by this alternating access mechanism to catalyze the equimolar
exchange of ADP and ATP remains an open question. However, several lines of
evidence offer insights into possible models. First, measurements of transport activity
support a model in which AAC functions as a monomeric unit (166-167) with a single
substrate binding site whose location is common to all MCF transporters (168) which
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has been supported by photoaffinity labeling (169,170) and site-directed mutagenesis
experiments (171). Second, the nature of substrate binding is well established. In the cstate, the conical binding cavity extends ~30Å to the center of the membrane and is
lined by patches of conserved basic and aromatic residues that coordinate the
phosphate and adenine/ribose moieties of ADP, respectively (168, 172). Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations based on the bovine AAC structure show that the cavity has
a strong electrostatic potential that drives ADP inward, where ADP phosphates form salt
bridges primarily with residues K22, R79, R279, and R235 (173,174). Third, the AAC is
known to be structurally dynamic. Studies using hydrogen/deuterium exchange coupled
with mass spectrometry suggest that AAC displays greater solvent accessibility on the
cytoplasmic- and matrix-facing sides when locked in the c- and m-states, respectively
(175,176) and NMR relaxation experiments show that the AAC undergoes highly
asymmetric structural deviations from the c-state in an ADP-dependent manner (177).
1.6.4 The AAC and CL
Initial purification and activity assays suggested the importance of CL in AAC
activity (178,179). Previous studies of AAC have identified three CL molecules that bind
tightly to both bovine and yeast AAC (155-157). Observations of CL binding sites
identified two conserved glycine residues that play a key role in binding (157, 180). CL
interacts with the AAC through motifs found on the N-terminal ends of the evennumbered helices, [Y/W/F][R/K]G, and matrix helices, [Y/F]xG. The conserved glycine
residues provide breaks in the TMSs allowing the phosphate groups of CL access to
form hydrogen bonds with the positively charged dipole ends of the even-numbered and
matrix helices. The bulky hydrophobic residues of these motifs are then able to interact
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with the acyl chains of CL, however no specific conformation is adopted (157, 180).
More recently molecular dynamics (MD) simulations showed agreement with the three
observed binding sites of CL identified in the crystal structure and demonstrates the
dynamic nature of these interactions (181,182). While the role of CL in the function of
the AAC is still unclear, the conserved nature of the binding motifs stresses the
importance of these sites.
1.7 Research Goals
In this thesis I have used a number of techniques to understand the necessity of
proper inter- and intra- protein communication at multiple levels. This includes
communication between protein residues and domains and protein-protein interactions
both within complexes or cellular processes (Fig 1.7).
In chapters two and three, coevolution analysis was used to determine the most
important evolutionary constraints on a protein and the residues that communicate
within a protein to necessitate proper protein structure and function. This research
demonstrated the strength of coevolution analysis to predict protein structure and
elucidated previously unknown structural dynamics and evolutionary important
interactions of not only the AAC but of MCF proteins in general. I then utilized this
technique to understand more about the elusive structure of the channel domain of
Tim23 and residues that are potentially important for the interactions and protein
communication between Tim23 and Tim17.
In chapter four, I expanded on understanding inter-protein communication by
investigating the assembly states of the TIM23 complex. Due to the modular nature of
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the TIM23 complex it has been shown to exist in multiple assembly states when
analyzed by BN-PAGE. I investigated the role of lipids, specifically CL, and the
energized state of the IM in mediating these protein-protein interactions. To better
understand this modular complex, I take this research one step further by determining if
these effects are reversible through CL supplementation studies. This readout of TIM23
assembly states also acts as a readout to investigate how model membrane systems
could be utilized as a mitochondria targeted lipid delivery system.
Finally, chapter five addresses the necessity for proper protein communication to
support oxidative phosphorylation, a vital cellular process. This study aimed to
understand the mechanism of compromised protein communication, specifically the
inhibition of respiratory complex II. A reductionist system was necessary to understand
the underlying mechanism of acetaminophen induced liver injury and the effect of an
oxidative metabolite of acetaminophen on oxidative phosphorylation. My work confirmed
the effect of this metabolite by using a complex II specific activity assay that allowed
clear understanding of the effect. With this mechanism more completely understood my
collaborators continued the study to determined how to circumvent this compromised
process and restore proper electron transport chain communication.
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1.8 Figures

Figure 1.1. Ultrastructure of mitochondria. Mitochondria contain two
membranes, the OM and IM, which delineate multiple aqueous spaces
including the IMS and matrix. The TOM complex is located in the OM and the
TIM23 and TIM22 complexes are located in the IM. TOM, TIM23 and TIM22
are all involved in protein transport. Invaginations of the IM into the matrix are
known as cristae which are the location of the ETC and the AAC.	
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Figure 1.2. Lipid – protein association. Schematic demonstrating the different
types of lipids and lipid – protein interactions. Membrane proteins shown as blue
rectangles. Lipid headgroup colors indicate the type of lipid. Annular lipids shown
in black. Bulk lipids shown in white. Non-annular or bound lipids shown in red.
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Figure 1.3. Chemical structures of tetraoleoylcardiolipin (TOCL) and
monolysocardiolipin (MLCL). Structures of TOCL (left) and MLCL (right) are
shown with oleoyl-based (18:1) acyl chains.
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Figure 1.4. CL biosynthesis pathway. (A) CL biosynthesis occurs in three parts.
Part one requires Ups1 and the translocation of PA from the mitochondrial OM to
the IM. Part two utilizes multiple proteins to catalyze the conversion of PA to
nascent CL. In the final part, CL remodeling, the acyl chains of nascent CL are
exchanged until proper acyl chain composition is achieved and mature CL is
formed. (B) Yeast strains exist to research how abnormal CL biosynthesis affects
lipid composition. Specifically, the Δtaz1 yeast strain is a model of the human
disease Barth Syndrome.
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Figure 1.5. Schematic of the TOM and TIM23 complexes. The TOM complex
is located in the mitochondrial OM and is composed of seven different subunits,
see text for more detail. The TIM23 complex can assemble into different forms
depending on the protein being transported. The TIM23CORE complex (blue)
consists of Tim50, Tim23, and Tim17. The TIM23SORT complex (blue and
yellow), assembles when integrating proteins into the IM, consists of TIM23CORE
and additional subunits Tim21 and Mgr2. Finally the TIM23MOTOR complex (blue
and green), assembles when translocating proteins into the mitochondrial matrix
and consists of TIM23CORE and the PAM complex subunits.
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Figure 1.6. The structure and function of the ADP/ATP carrier. (A) Domain
organization and topology of AAC. Individual modules are identified by color with
general locations of conserved sequence motifs (sm1 and sm2). The nomenclature
used here for the structural elements is shown, including transmembrane helices
(H1-6), matrix helices (h12, h34, h56), cytosolic-facing loops (C1, C23, C45, C6), and
matrix-facing loops (m1-6). (B) Crystal structure of the c-state conformation of the
AAC (PDB: 4C9G). Left, side view. Middle, cytosolic view. Right, matrix view.
Modules are color coded as in panel A. (C) Crystal structure of the m-state
conformation of the AAC (PDB: 6GCI). Left, side view. Middle, cytosolic view. Right,
matrix view. Modules are color coded as in panel A. (D) Predicted transport cycle of
AAC. AAC transports either a single ADP from the cytosol into the mitochondrial
matrix or a single ATP from the matrix into the cytosol by a proposed alternating
mechanism with two alternative conformations: the c-state, open to the cytosol, and
the m-state, open to the matrix.
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Figure 1.7. Research goals. This thesis investigates multi-level inter- and intraprotein communication throughout the mitochondria. Protein communication studied,
depicted by black arrows. Protein-protein communications for cellular processes and
complex formation is studied through the electron transport chain and the TIM23
complex. Intra-protein communication is studied through Tim23 and the AAC.
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Chapter 2
Coevolution Analysis of the Mitochondrial Carrier Family
Provides Insight into Conformational Dynamics and
Transport Mechanisms

Derived from:

Chamberland SR., Decater TA., Ovchinnikov S., Alder NN. Coevolution Analysis of the
Mitochondrial Carrier Family Provides Insight into Conformational Dynamics and
Transport Mechanisms, In preparation.
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2.1 Abstract
The MCF is comprised of transporters that mediate the flux of small molecules
between the mitochondrial matrix and the cytosol. These carriers play a crucial role in
coordinating major metabolic pathways of the mitochondria by transporting a range of
substrates including nucleotides, amino acids, fatty acids, and inorganic ions and
cofactors. The AAC is the most abundant and widely studied transporter of the
mitochondrial carrier family. The AAC resides in the mitochondrial IM where it imports
ADP into the mitochondrial matrix and exports ATP to the cytosol, thereby playing a
critical role in the energy balance of eukaryotic cells. The AAC is a hallmark example of
MCF structure, consisting of three homologous modules, each with two transmembrane
helices and one matrix-facing loop. The MCF proteins transport substrates across the
IM by an alternating access mechanism resulting in two alternate conformational states:
one with the channel interior exposed to the cytosol (the c-state) and one exposed to
the matrix (the m-state). Structural studies of the AAC have confirmed these structural
states and high-resolution structures of the AAC locked in the c-state and m-state have
been published. Key features of this structure include highly tilted transmembrane
helices with sharp bends in odd-numbered helices, forming a barrel-like structure that is
stabilized by a network of electrostatic interactions in both conformational states. Yet
because inhibitors have been used that lock this protein in either conformational state,
many critical questions about the transport mechanism of the AAC remain unknown.
In this work we use coevolution analysis to obtain insights into the potential
conformational dynamics of the MCF. By this approach, a multiple sequence alignment
of homologous proteins was used to identify evolutionarily coupled residue pairs,
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thereby indicating the pairwise spatial proximity of sites throughout the transporter.
Paired residue interactions determined by coevolution analysis were largely consistent
with both the solved AAC c-state and m-state structures. Comparison of the distances
of the predicted coevolving pairs when mapped to the AAC structures, allowed us to
identify important evolutionary constraints of both conformational states. Ab initio
structural modeling based on our coevolution analyses provided insights into a model of
AAC where both the matrix and cytosolic gates are closed. Our analysis also identifies
important intra- and inter- module interactions of the transmembrane domain of the
protein important for formation of the m-state. Our results therefore provide novel
insights into important structural interactions applicable to all members of the MCF.
Additionally, this analysis provides a unique insight into the strength of coevolution
analysis to not only predict the structure of a protein but to inform conformational
dynamics and interactions as well.
2.2 Introduction
2.2.1 Coevolution Analysis
The premise of coevolution analysis is that pairwise residue contacts are
predicted based on strong evolutionary changes between physically interacting amino
acid side chains (183-188). This is accomplished by generating a multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) of the protein of interest for global statistical analysis to determine
residue pairs that experience correlated changes over evolutionary time. In recent
years, there have been vast improvements in the accuracy with which these contacts
are predicted by using a global statistics model that is able to separate direct from
indirect correlations (189-191). Multiple approaches to determine these correlations
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have been proposed, including Generative REgularized ModeLs of proteINs
(GRMELIN) (192), Direct Coupling Analysis (193) and Protein Sparse
InverseCOVariance (194). GREMLIN, when optimized for contact predictions, has been
shown to be most accurate (195,196). Another method, RaptorX Contact uses all three
methods as input features to train a coevolutional neural network that is able to return a
more accurate result for ab initio protein folding (197,198). Both the GREMLIN server
and the RaptorX Contact server have been shown to accurately predict coevolving
residues and structures of membrane proteins (197,199).
2.2.2 Investigating Structural Dynamics with Coevolution Analysis
Not only can coevolution analysis be used to predict protein structures but there
is also precedent for the use of coevolution analysis to gain insights into the structural
dynamics of proteins with multiple conformers. In 2012, Hopf et al. showed that
coevolution analysis could be used to determine different conformational states of the
transport protein, glycerol-3-phosphate transporter (GlpT). GlpT belongs to the facilitator
superfamily that moves substrate across the cell membrane by alternating between two
conformations, one open to the cytosol and the other open to the extracellular space.
The structure of GlpT has been solved in the cytosol-open conformation and
comparison of the structure to the coevolving pairs revealed a number of long distance
residue pairs that informed contacts of the alternative conformation. Additionally, when
just the coevolution analysis was used to predict the structure of GlpT, an intermediate
conformation was observed, consistent with the idea that both conformations are
evolutionarily constrained. These results suggest that coevolution analysis prediction
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can illuminate precise conformational changes upon substrate binding and transport
(200).
2.2.3 Application of Coevolution Analysis for Understanding the
Mitochondrial Carrier Family
The MCF provides an excellent case study for understanding how coevolution
can provide information about structural states, transport mechanisms, and interactions
that drive structural change. Coevolution analysis predicts residues pairs that are
proximal in the protein structure and it is generally thought that residue pairs predicted
to be distal in a structure indicate false positive hits. However, when we consider a
protein that is structurally dynamic, residue pairs that are distal in one structure could
inform residue pairs proximal in an alternate conformational state (Fig 2.1). The known
structural information of the AAC provides a unique opportunity to demonstrate not only
the strength of coevolution analysis to predict protein structure but also to inform
possible intermediate models and provide more detail about the transport mechanism
and necessary interactions of the conformational states of the AAC. Due to the
conserved structural elements of the MCF and the evolutionary nature of coevolution
analysis these results, while mapped to the AAC, could also be used to infer information
about other members of the MCF and therefore are widely applicable.
2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 GREMLIN
GREMLIN (192,196) captures the conservation and coevolution of a MSA. This
method optimizes the learning procedure by using a pseudo-likelihood approach, which
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has been shown to be more accurate than previous methods that utilize DCA (195).
GREMLIN uses a global statistical model that assigns a probability to each amino acid.
The probability takes into account the position specific amino acid propensities and
amino acid coupling between positions as determined by the MSA and maximizes the
regularize pseudo-likelihood learning procedure. The strength of the measured
coevolution within a protein family is indicative of physically interaction residue side
chains.
2.3.2 Alignment Generation
The alignment generation was performed through GREMLIN. GREMLIN takes an
input sequence and uses HMM-HMM-based lightning-fast iterative sequence search
(HHblits: 2016_02) to find homologous sequences (201,202) and create a MSA. Only
hits with an E-value of 1E-60 or above were considered. The alignment was processed
so that all sequences had at least 90% coverage (no more than 10% gaps) and that all
columns within the MSA that had more than 25% gaps were removed. Finally, the MSA
was filtered so that no two sequences had greater than 90% sequence identity.
GREMLIN was run using AAC input sequence from S. cerevisiae (318 residues).
2.3.3 GREMLIN BETA
GREMLIN BETA (199) evaluates the significance of a match between predicted
contacts and a protein structure. The total GREMLIN score for a structure is determined
for residues with a sequence separation of six or greater using P(contact). This
expected GREMLIN contact score is compared to the observed score from the
coevolution analysis. The ratio of observed contact score to expected contact score is
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referred to as “Rc”. Rc values range from 0.7 to 1.2 for coevolution results compared to
native protein structure contacts and 0 to 0.3 for contact maps paired with random
structures. GREMLIN BETA also provides distances between coevolving pairs when
mapped to a protein structure where the distance is defined as the minimal distance
between any two atoms of the residue pairs, excluding hydrogen residues. Throughout
this paper, we refer to residues in close proximity as residues that are within a distance
of 5Å of one another.
2.3.4 Protein Coordinate Structures
The Protein Data Bank (203) was used to obtain the structures of AAC used for
analysis by GREMLIN BETA. PDB ID: 4C9G (S. cerevisiae) was used to assess the fit
of GREMLIN coevolution results to the c-state structure and PDB: 6GCI (T.
thermophilia) was used to assess the fit of the results to the m-state structure.
2.3.5 RaptorX Contact
RaptorX Contact (197,198) predicts residue contacts using a deep learning
method and integrates a variety of information including sequence conservation, residue
coevolution, and contact occurrence patterns. An ultra-deep neural network is formed
through the use of two deep residual networks. The first, takes into account the 1dimensional sequential features. The second takes into account pairwise information
and potential. RaptorX Contact takes these predicted contacts and converts them to
distance restraints in order to perform ab initio protein folding without any templates or
force fields. This approach allows protein structure prediction based solely on
coevolution.
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2.4 Results and Discussion
We performed coevolution analysis for the MCF and mapped residues onto the
AAC as a strategy for elucidating the potential structural dynamics of this protein family.
For this evaluation we compared our results to the known c-state structure of AAC
(PDB: 4C9G) and the m-state structure of AAC (PDB: 6GCI). The key premise of this
study is that residue pairs that show strong evolutionary correlation, but are not proximal
in both conformational structures, are the evolutionary drivers of the transport
mechanism of the AAC.
2.4.1 Comparison of AAC Coevolution Analysis with Known Structures
A MSA was generated with the sequence of S. cerevisiae AAC as the query
sequence, using a stringency (E) value of 10-60. The alignment generated by GREMLIN
resulted in 7,326 unique sequences. A critical metric for the quality of a MSA for
coevolution analysis is the ratio of the number of independent sequences to the total
length of the protein (200). A sequence to length ratio of ~3 is generally accepted as a
minimal value for accurate coevolution analysis (200,204). Our MSA had a sequence to
length ratio of 25, underscoring the robustness of the information used for this analysis.
With this dataset, we used the GREMLIN server to evaluate pairwise evolutionary
residue correlations for the MCF. The analyses predicted a total of 433 coevolving pairs.
The results of coevolution analysis can be depicted as contact maps, which are
two-dimensional representations of protein coordinates of identified coevolving residue
pairs. The contact map generated from our analysis is mapped onto the sequence of S.
cerevisiae AAC (Fig 2.2). Within a contact map, points along the diagonal denote
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residue pairs that are proximal in the primary sequence. Such pairs typically exist within
the same secondary structural element (e.g, separated by one turn along an a-helical
axis). Unless indicated otherwise, we will define such primary contacts as sites that are
separated by no more than three residues. Pairings between residues separated by
longer distances on the primary sequence can be used to evaluate tertiary contacts
within a protein. For a-helical bundle proteins, stretches of coevolving pairs
perpendicular to the diagonal indicate antiparallel helical packing, whereas those
stretches of coevolving pairs that are parallel to the diagonal indicate parallel helical
packing. This contact map shows multiple clusters of residue pairs that are
perpendicular to the diagonal, which results from the extensive known antiparallel
interactions within and between the three modules of the proteins of the MCF.
We first evaluated coevolving residues with respect to known AAC structures.
398 residue pairs could be mapped to the c-state structure and 429 residues pairs could
be mapped to the m-state structure. Table A.1. indicates the number of coevolving pairs
sorted by structural region as identified by the 4C9G structure. Using the GREMLIN
BETA server, all residue couplings were compared to both the c-state (PDB 4C9G) and
the m-state (PDB 6GCI) structures (Fig 2.3). The contact maps compare residue pairs
predicted to be coevolving (blue dots) with the residues known to be proximal within a
given structure (grey dots) (Fig 2.3A). The overlap between the two coordinate sets for
both structures show reasonably good agreement. Among all identified coevolving pairs
within the c-state and m-state structures of the AAC, 70% and 68% were proximal
(within 5Å) in the respective structures. Considering only coevolving pairs separated by
more than three residues in the primary sequence, 65% and 90% were within 5Å and
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10Å, respectively, when mapped to the c-state structure, and 62% and 90% were within
5Å and 10Å, respectively, when mapped to the m-state structure (Fig 2.3B).
Another way to assess the fit of our predicted contacts to known structures, is the
Rc value, which is the ratio of the observed total GREMLIN server scores to the total
scores expected from the protein structures (199). By this metric, our coevolution
analyses compared well with structural information for the c-state (Rc = 0.771) and mstate (Rc = 0.796). Taken together, these results show good agreement between our
coevolution analysis and the available crystal structures.
2.4.2 Comparison of the Predicted Coevolving Pair Distances when Mapped to the
AAC
For both the c-state and m-state structures, several residue pairs were identified
as distal (Fig 2.3B, red connections). This subpopulation of long-distance residue pairs,
which constitutes approximately 10% of the coevolving residue pairs for each structure,
are potential conformer-specific evolutionary pairings. We believe these pairs are
potentially the interactions that drive the transition of the AAC between the two
conformational states. To determine if these long-distance residue pairs are the
consistent with an alternating access transition mechanism, we mapped the
intermediate and long distance pairs (Fig 2.3B) and the residues involved in those pairs
(Fig 2.4) on both the c-state and m-state structures. In agreement with the accepted
alternating access mechanism, these residue pairs are located exclusively inside the
cavity of both structures with long-distance pairs oriented toward the IMS- and matrixfacing sides of the transporter in the c- and m-state conformers, respectively.
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Comparing the predicted coevolving pairs with the known interactions of both the
c-state and m-state allowed us to identify the residue pairs proximal in both structures or
in just one conformational state. When the predicted pairs were mapped, 395
coevolving pairs could be compared between the c-state and m-state structures. When
considering the distance of the pairs, pairs were sorted into one of three ranges. The
pairs were considered in contact if they were less then 5Å apart, pairs were of
intermediate distance if they were separated between 5Å and 10Å, and long distance if
they were greater than 10Å apart.
Of these 395 predicted pairs, 78% did not have a significant change in distance
(i.e. if the coevolving pair was less than 5Å apart when mapped to the c-state structure
it was less than 5Å apart when mapped to the m-state structure). This high percentage
indicates that coevolution analysis predicts the overall conserved core structure of the
AAC between the c-state and m-state that has been discussed previously (159).
Of the 22% of coevolving pairs that did have a significant change in distance
54% of coevolving pairs are proximal in the c-state but distal in the m-state and 46% are
proximal in the m-state but distal in the c-state. Comparing the coevolving pairs with the
known contacts of the c- and m-state we can identify the residue pairs that are only in
contact in one state (Fig 2.5, green ovals). Comparison of the predicted pairs to the two
different sets of known contacts of the c- and m-state structures (Fig 2.5, top half of the
diagonal) shows that in each structure there are three regions of proximal coevolving
pairs that become distal in the alternate conformation. We believe the residues proximal
in only one conformational state of the AAC indicate the evolutionary constraints that
stabilize either the c- or m-state. The identified residue interactions are listed in Figure
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2.5. Analysis of these residues shows the regions proximal in only the c-state are
residues of the odd-numbered helices, whereas the m-state only proximal regions are
residues on the even-numbered helices. This is consistent with a transition mechanism
in which the odd-numbered helices come together and form the matrix gate in the cstate and the even-numbered helices come together and form the cytosolic gate in the
m-state. Lending even more credibility to this analysis is the fact that we also have
identified residue interactions involved in the salt bridge motifs responsible for the
formation of the c- and m-state gates (Fig 2.5, bolded residue interactions). Together
with the structures of the AAC we were able to verify the coevolution analysis by
identifying coevolving pairs proximal in only one conformational state that have been
shown to be necessary for formation of one state or the other. We extend these finds
and indicate a number of other evolutionary important interactions for the c- or m-state
conformation.
2.4.3 AAC Model Generation using Coevolution Analysis
With the verification of the GREMLIN server coevolution analysis we used
RaptorX Contact to predict the structure of the AAC based solely on the predicted
coevolving pairs (Fig 2.6). This model represents a structure of AAC that attempts to
satisfy all predicted coevolving pairs; therefore, it likely captures critical interactions of
both the c- and m-states. When compared to the GREMLIN server analysis, the Rc
value of the predicted structure was 0.732 indicating good agreement between the
model and predicted coevolving pairs. This is evident when the predicted coevolving
pairs were mapped to the model, with 62% of the coevolving pairs within a distance of
5Å and 95% of all predicted pairs being within a distance of 10Å (Fig 2.7). The 5% of
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coevolving pairs that exist at a distance greater than 10Å appear to shift away from
either end of the cavity towards the center of the protein and towards the area of
substrate binding (Fig 2.7B, 2.8). Analysis of the contact map compared to the known
hits of this model shows that the interactions important for AAC transition identified in
Figure 2.5 are all within 5Å of each other in this predicted model (Fig 2.7A, green ovals).
Together this suggests that this model attempts to satisfy the greatest number of
predicted coevolving pairs and does so by minimizing the number of long distance
contacts. By minimizing the number of long distance coevolving pairs, closure of both
gates of the cavity occurs which is evident upon comparison of the model to the c-state
(Fig 2.9A) and m-state (Fig 2.9B) structures.
2.4.3.1 Comparison of the Cavity Area
To compare the closure of the cavity at either end of the protein we determined
the area of the cavity in the c-state, m-state, and RaptorX Contact model (Fig 2.10). Not
surprisingly, at the cytosolic side of the protein the c-state structure had the largest
cavity area and at the matrix side of the protein, the m-state structure had the largest
cavity area. In theory, if the RaptorX Contact model represented an intermediate
conformation of the AAC the area of the cavity would be somewhere in between the cstate and m-state structures along the entirety of the cavity. What we see is that at both
sides of the model the cavity area is smaller than either the matrix side of the c-state
structure or cytosolic side of the m-state structure. This overall decrease in the area of
the cavity suggests the predicted model may instead represent an occluded state of the
AAC that satisfies all the most important evolutionary constrained residues resulting in
an even tighter closure of both cavity gates.
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2.4.3.2 Comparison of the Matrix and Cytosolic Gate Residue Distances
To compare the closure of both the matrix and cytosolic gates, we mapped the
coevolving pairs that involved residues of the signature motifs, Px[D/E]xx[K/R] and
[Y/F][D/E]xx[K/R], and the glutamine and tyrosine brace residues.
Six coevolving pairs are found to include residues between the matrix gate motif
residues or the glutamine brace residues (Fig 2.11). In agreement with the alternating
access mechanism, in the c-state structure most of the coevolving pairs are closer than
5Å apart whereas in the model and m-state structures these residues get further apart
with the majority being separated by either 5-10Å or greater than 10Å apart (Table
A.2A).
Four coevolving pairs were identified between the cytosolic gate residues and the
tyrosine braces (Fig 2.12). Again in agreement with the alternating access mechanism,
in the m-state and model structures, where the cytosolic gate is closed, the residues of
these pairs are closer than 5Å apart. In the c-state structure, where this gate is open,
the residue pairs are all greater than 10Å apart (Table A.2B).
Together this coevolution analysis accurately predicted some of the most
important interactions for the closure of the matrix and cytosolic gates. By mapping
these pairs onto the AAC structures we can confirm how the distance of these pairs
changes depending on weather the gates are opened or closed. Additionally, when
comparing the distances of these pairs on the model to the solved structures we confirm
the closed nature of both gates and that the necessary interactions were maintained
and predicted by the RaptorX Contact model.
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In evaluating this RaptorX Contact model in comparison to the known c- and mstate structures we have identified several takeaways. First, structural prediction by
coevolution analysis should be interpreted with caution because by trying to satisfy all
the coevolving pairs, this model does not provide an accurate representation of either
conformational state. Instead, by maximizing the number of proximal contacts and
minimizing distal contacts we observe a kind of “hybrid”, which in the case of AAC
results in the closure of both cavity gates. While we cannot say this model represents
an actually intermediate state, presumably the conformational landscape between the cand m-states may be occupied with many conformers that are intermediate in nature
and possibly resemble this model. It is also possible that due to the higher number of
short and intermediate distance contacts that this model represents a much lower
energy conformer than the c- and m-state structures which have been locked in a
conformational state through the use of an inhibitor.
2.4.4 Understanding Intramodular Interactions through Coevolution Analysis
2.4.4.1 Agreement of Intramodular Interactions with Predicted GxxxG and
πxxxπ Motifs
Previous research has shown that GxxxG motifs on the odd-numbered helices
and πxxxπ (small – xxx- small) motifs on the even-numbered helices are important for
the tight packing of the transmembrane helices on the cytosolic side of the protein
(159). In this analysis we see that the residues of these motifs coevolve with one
another both within a motif (i.e., separated by three residues within the same
transmembrane segment), and between two intramodule motifs (Table 2.1). Along with
these coevolving pairs the small residues of these motifs are involved in a number of
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other coevolving pairs. These pairs highlight interactions between the small residues of
the πxxxπ motifs and larger bulky residues on the odd-numbered helices. The
coevolution analysis suggests that these interactions are important for stabilization of
the m-state and closure of the cytosolic side of the protein. With the inward movement
of the even-numbered helices the bulky residues on the odd-numbered helices are able
to slide out towards the lipid bilayer and interact with the πxxxπ residues in a knobs into
holes like packing that results in multiple intramodule interactions and stabilization of the
m-state intramodule helices (Fig 2.13).
Module one shows additional intramodule interactions involving the GxxxG motif
residues that suggests bulky residues on the adjacent transmembrane helix are
important for tight intramodule packing in the m-state. The GxxxG motif is located on
helix one and coevolves with bulky residues of helix two that, in the m-state, shift toward
the center of the cavity. This allows the glycine residues of H1 to shift to the outside of
the protein while still allowing tight intramodule interaction and m-state stabilization (Fig
2.13).
Together this analysis suggests that the importance of the small residues of the
GxxxG and πxxxπ motifs extend past just simply allowing tight packing of the
intramodule helices. These residues are also important for stabilizing the closure of the
cavity by interacting with bulky intramodule residues of adjacent helices that provide
multiple points of intramodule interaction.
2.4.4.2 Analogous Intramodule Coevolving Pairs
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Since the AAC is made up of three tandem repeats (modules one, two, and
three) we hypothesize that the most important coevolving interacting pairs for the
transition mechanism would be predicted in all three of the modules. Analysis of the
coevolving pairs occurring within each module revealed about 100 pairs. Of these 100
pairs, 50 indicated tertiary contacts. To understand how these identified coevolving
residues compared within each module, the three modules were aligned and the pairs
were compared. We believe this analysis highlights the residues most important for
stabilizing the intramodule interactions of the AAC. These residues are highlighted on
the c-state (Fig 2.14A), RaptorX Contact model (Fig 2.14B), and m-state (Fig 2.14C)
structures and identify specific faces of both the transmembrane helices and matrix
helices.
We identified eight analogous coevolving pairs occurring in the transmembrane
region of each module. The residues appearing on the even-numbered helices include
residues of the πxxxπ motif along with other residues that fall along the same helical
face. Mapping these connections on the c-state structure (module one shown for clarity)
suggests the dynamic nature of this intramodular interaction (Fig 2.15, left). Based on
the predicted coevolving pairs alone, it suggests the N-terminal end of H1 is proximal to
the C-terminal end of H2, however in the c-state structure this is not the case (Fig 2.15,
left). Looking at the distances between these pairs when mapped to the model (Fig
2.15, middle) and the m-state structure (2.15, right) there is a decrease in the distance
of the pairs that were distal in the c-state resulting in all identified pairs being less than
5Å apart in the m-state structure. Module two and three follow a similar pattern
suggesting a symmetrical movement of the cytosolic ends of the intramodule
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transmembrane helices towards each other in the m-state across all modules (Fig A.1,
A.2, Table A.3). The significance of these predicted connections is two-fold. First, we
have identified the intramodule helical faces are important for stabilization of the
transmembrane region of the protein and how they interact depends on the
conformational state of the AAC, which was not apparent from conservation analysis
alone. Second, due to the available structures of the AAC we can validate that these
helical faces are important for the intramodule interactions of the transmembrane
domain.
2.4.5 Evaluation of Coevolution Analysis
2.4.5.1 Analysis of Non-Coevolving Residues
While a high percentage of AAC residues were identified in this coevolution
analysis we found 22 residues that do not coevolve with any other residues.
Presumably these residues were not identified because they are highly conserved and
therefore not changing over time, or the residues are not making any structurally
important tertiary contacts and therefore are not subject to evolutionary constraint
imposed by other residues. Analysis of the identity of these residues shows
approximately half are located in predicted loops, connecting structural elements, and
therefore they are not subject to coevolution-detected constraints. Conservation
analysis identified the other half as highly conserved. Here, we identified the proline
residues of the Px[D/E]xx[K/R] motif of the odd-numbered transmembrane helices and
six glycine residues. Due to the role of the proline residue in matrix gate formation and
providing the necessary kink of the odd-numbered helices it is of no surprise these
residues do not appear in the coevolution analysis. When analyzing the six glycine
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residues, we identify a new motif potentially important for CL binding. First, three of the
six identified glycine residues (G89, G192, G287) (Fig 2.16, blue residues), located at
the amino-terminal end of the even-numbered helices, are part of one of the CL binding
motifs, [YWF][KR]G (178,205). CL has been shown to promote AAC stability (206) and
as such these glycine residues and the glycine residues of the second CL binding motif,
[Y/F]xG (Fig 2.16, red residues), located at the amino-terminal end of the matrix helices,
are believed to provide structural flexibility to the region that results in the exposure of
positively charged amide groups (157) with which, the negatively charged CL can
interact. These glycine residues (G89, G192, G287) are highly conserved due to their
necessary role in CL binding making it not surprising they do not appear in the
coevolution analysis. The other three glycine residues (G82, G185, G280) (Fig 2.16,
green residues) are also highly conserved, but have not been identified as part of any
previously identified motif. Together these six glycine residues occur in a GxxxxxxG
motif present in each module. GxxxxxxG motifs are commonly found in transport
proteins (207,208), and are thought to enhance helical packing. However, this does not
seem to be the case considering the location of this motif. Therefore, we hypothesize
that the GxxxxxxG motif together with the additional CL binding motif ([Y/F]xG) form a
glycine triangle that is important for CL binding. Previous MD simulations lend credence
to this hypothesis by identifying both glycine residues of the GxxxxxxG motif of module
three as CL interactive residues (181). Perhaps these newly identified glycine residues
aid in the stabilization of CL binding during the transition between conformational states
and help contribute the necessary flexibility of this region to allow continued CL binding
and optimal AAC function.
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2.4.5.2 Analysis of Highly Coevolving Residues
As previously suggested there could be a link between the strength of the
evolutionary constraint on a residue and the functional importance of that residue (i.e.
the residue is involved in interfacial regions, binding sites, or are potentially involved in
conformational changes (200)). To see if this might be the case for our analysis of the
MCF we assessed the strength of evolutionary constraint on a residue by summing the
GREMLIN BETA server score values over all coevolving pairs involving that residue
(Fig 2.17A). The residues that scored within the top 10% are found in two general areas
of the AAC, the intermodule helical faces of the even-numbered transmembrane
domains and the matrix helices.
Five residues out of the top 10% of highly coevolving residues occur in the
interfacial region between helices of adjacent modules (H2:H3, H4:H5, H6:H1) (Fig
2.17B, Table A.4). By identifying the pairs these highly coevolving residues are involved
in we determined that these residues and the residues they coevolve with highlight the
helical face important for intermodule interactions upon closure of the m-state. Previous
research has suggested that small residues of the odd-numbered helices are important
for intermodule interaction however, we identify here that these highly coevolving
residues (I111, A136, L140, L214, L308) are important for the stabilization of the
intermodule interactions necessary for m-state formation.
The majority of the highly coevolving residues are found in the matrix helices,
(Fig 2.17C, Table A.5-A.7) there could be multiple explanations for this. First, these
matrix helices could be imperative to the structure of AAC due to the high number of i,
i+3 and i, i+4 connections made by the highly coevolving residue pairs. Second,
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residues within these matrix helices may be more highly subject to tertiary packing
constraints owing to their solvent accessibility. Transmembrane helices are constrained
to assume an a-helical structure in order to satisfy backbone hydrogen bonding in the
low dielectric membrane environment. By contrast, the matrix helices of AAC are
exposed to water and therefore do not have the same secondary structural constraints
imposed by the local dielectric environment. The high scoring nature of the evolutionary
couplings in this region could reflect the importance of maintaining the α-helical shape
of the matrix helices, which are also stabilized by tertiary contacts with the rest of the
protein. It also could be that the high coevolving nature of this region is a result of the
necessity of CL binding in this vicinity. The identified GxxxxxxG motif occurs in the
same region as these highly coevolving residues. It could be that the conserved nature
of these glycine residues has put greater evolutionary pressure on the nearby matrix
helices resulting in exceedingly high coevolution as a mechanism to adapt more readily
to any evolutionary changes necessary to maintain CL binding.
2.5 Conclusions
The AAC is not only an essential mitochondrial IM transporter but it is also the
most abundant and widely studied protein of the MCF informing most of the current
knowledge of the structures of this protein family. The MCF provides a unique
opportunity to assess the strength of coevolution analysis in understanding the
conformational dynamics of proteins with multiple states and to determine protein
structure. Although there is structural knowledge of both the c-state and m-state of the
AAC, they are locked in these states by chemical inhibitors, because of this; the
dynamics of the transition of the AAC remains an open question. To address this
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question, we take a new approach to analyze the MCF using coevolution and mapping
our results onto the AAC.
In this study, we predict global structural changes that occur during the transition
of the AAC from the c-state to the m-state and investigate the residue-residue
communication across the whole protein and within specific modules of the AAC. We
identify a number of novel intra- and inter- module interactions of the transmembrane
domain that stabilize the formation of the m-state. The intramodule interactions involved
the previously determined small residues of the transmembrane helices and have been
thought to allow sliding of the transmembrane helices across one another and allow for
tight helical packing. In this study, we have identified these small residues also interact
with bulky residues on the adjacent transmembrane helices within a module that mimic
knobs into holes helical packing and aid in the stabilization of the m-state. Additionally,
we determined novel intermodule interactions of the transmembrane domain in the mstate that are not evident from the solved structures.
Due to the available structures of the AAC we can identify that 80% of coevolving
pairs have no significant change in distance between the two conformational states
confirming previous results that the core structure of the AAC remains unchanged. The
remaining 20% of coevolving pairs, those that either got significantly closer together or
further apart, were used to identify interactions most important for the transition of the
AAC. In this subpopulation of coevolving pairs, we identify not only experimentally
determined interactions of the residues of the matrix and cytosolic gates but identify
new interactions that, in the future, should be experimentally tested for functional
significance. This analysis also substantiates that the c- and m-state structures are not
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just stabilized by the inhibitors found in the available crystal structures, but that there is
a clear pattern of coevolution that suggests inter- and intra- module interactions that
promote tertiary packing that are inherent in the protein sequence.
Our analysis is also a great case study for understanding the strength of
coevolution analysis. It is important to remember the only input for this analysis was a
MSA and that these results predict a number of already experimentally proven
interactions and the core structure of the AAC. The determined RaptorX Contact model
correctly predicts this core structure and satisfies the greatest number of long distance
coevolving pairs seen in either the c-state or m-state structures. Coevolution analysis
predicts that the residues of the cytosolic and matrix gates are in proximity to one
another, validating the alternating access mechanism and demonstrating the strength of
coevolution to predict proximal residue pairs of multiple conformational states. Finally,
due to the sequence and structural similarities of the MCF proteins the insights
determined here are widely applicable and could be mapped onto any protein of the
MCF.
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2.6 Figures	
  	
  

Figure 2.1. Predicted short and long distance coevolution patterns.
Principle behind using long distance coevolving sites to inform alternate
conformations of a protein. (A) Identified coevolving pairs on the c-state
AAC structure may be proximal (here, toward the matrix side shown as
green connections) or distal (here, toward the cytosolic side shown as
red connections). (B) The accepted alternating access mechanism
results in distal sites moving closer together and proximal sites moving
further apart in the m-state AAC structure.
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Figure 2.2. Contact map of coevolution results. Axes represent indices of
the yeast AAC primary sequence and green boxes indicate boundaries of
transmembrane helices H1-H6. Blue points represent a pair of identified
coevolving residues, the darker the blue the stronger the coevolution score.
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Figure 2.3. Contact map comparison to known AAC structures. (A)
Comparison of coevolving pairs and pairwise proximity in the c-state structure,
left, and the m-state structure, right. Blue points represent sites of identified
coevolving residues, the darker the blue the stronger the coevolution score. Grey
points represent proximal residues in the c-state AAC structure (PBD 4C9G) and
the m-state (PDB 6GCI) with contact distances indicated as dark grey (nearest
heavy atoms 5Å apart) and light grey (nearest heavy atoms separated by 5-10Å).
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(B) Residue pairs are mapped on to the c-state, left, or m-state, right, structures.
(green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å apart)
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Figure 2.4. Residues involved in intermediate and long distance
coevolving pairs. Ribbon structures shown with residues involved in
coevolving pairs of an intermediate distance (5-10Å) colored yellow and long
distance (>10Å) colored in red. Left, side view; middle, cytosolic view; right,
matrix view. (A) c-state structure (PDB 4C9G). (B) m-state structure (PBD
6GCI).
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Figure 2.5. Coevolving pairs identified as proximal in only one
conformational state. The top halves of the contact maps highlighted green
ovals indicating proximal residue pairs and red ovals indicating distal residue
pairs of left, c-state structure and right, m-state structure. The bottom half of
the contact maps have color coded ovals that represent predicted residue
pairs predicted to be important for the left, c-state formation and right, mstate formation. The residue pairs identified on the contact map are listed
below, S. cerevisiae numbering is used.
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Figure 2.6. RaptorX Contact model. RaptorX Contact model of the AAC as
predicted by RaptorX Contact. Backbone ribbon rainbow color-coded, Nterminus (blue) to C-terminus (red). Left, side view; middle, cytosolic view; right,
matrix view.
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Figure 2.7. Comparison of RaptorX Contact model with predicted coevolving
pairs. (A) Blue points represent sites of identified coevolving residues, the darker
the blue the stronger the coevolution score. Grey points represent proximal
residues in the RaptorX Contact model with contact distances indicated as dark
grey (nearest heavy atoms 5Å apart) and light grey (nearest heavy atoms
separated by 5-10Å). Ovals refer to the clusters of residue pairs identified in Figure
2.5. All residues pair clusters are now within a distance of 5Å. (B) Residue pairs are
mapped on to the RaptorX Contact model (green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart;
red, >10Å apart).
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Figure 2.8. Residues involved in intermediate and long distance
coevolving pairs in the RaptorX Contact model. Ribbon structure of the
RaptorX Contact model colored to show residues involved in coevolving
pairs of an intermediate distance (5-10Å) colored yellow and long distance
(>10Å) colored in red. Left, side view; middle, cytosolic view; right, matrix
view.
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Figure 2.9. Comparison of RaptorX Contact model with known structures.
Model, colored, overlaid with known AAC structure for comparison. (A) 4C9G. (B)
6GCI. Left, side view. Middle, cytosolic view. Left, matrix view.
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Figure 2.10. Cavity area analysis. The area of the cavity for the c-state, m-state,
and model were analyzed. Channel-facing residues on the same transmembrane
helical register were used to compute triangular areas defined by even-numbered
helices on the cytosolic side of the protein and the odd-numbered helices on the
matrix side of the protein for which the area (Å2) was determined. Left, the three
structures are aligned with the 4C9G structure in blue, the model in grey, and the
6GCI structure in orange. Right, the area analysis with the helical register in line
with the structures to show the area of the cavity at different helical turns.
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Figure 2.11. Comparison of the matrix gate. The c-state stabilizing motif
Px[D/E]xx[K/R] highlighted in red (module 1), teal (module 2), and green (module
3). Glutamine brace residues shown in blue. Left, 4C9G; Middle, RaptorX Contact
model; Right, 6GCI. Top panel, residues shown as sticks; bottom panel, residues
shown as spheres.
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Figure 2.12. Comparison of the cytosolic gate. The m-state stabilizing motif
[FY][DE]XX[RK] highlighted in orange (module 1), purple (module 2), and blue
(module 3). Tyrosine brace residues shown in cyan. Left, 4C9G; Middle, RaptorX
Contact model; Right, 6GCI. Top panel, residues shown as sticks; bottom panel,
residues shown as spheres.
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Table 2.1 Residue pairs of the GxxxG and πxxxπ motif interactions. Table
listing all the coevolving pairs that involve the glycine or small residues of the
GxxxG and πxxxπ motifs.
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Figure 2.13. GxxxG and πxxxπ motif interactions. Spheres indicate residues on
the 6GCI structure involved in these interactions and colored coded according to
the key. Left, side view. Right, cytosolic view.
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Figure 2.14. Intramodule analogous interhelical interactions. Intramodular
coevolving pairs that occur in all three modules were identified. The residues	
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involved in these pairs are colored demonstrating the helical faces predicted to
be evolutionarily important. Intramodule interactions represented in red
(module 1), yellow (module 2), and blue (module 3) mapped onto (A) 4C9G. (B)
RaptorX Contact Model. (C) 6GCI. Left, side view. Middle, cytosolic view.
Right, matrix view.
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Figure 2.15. Intramodule transmembrane helical packing. The coevolution
analysis identified residues in a classical i, i+4 pattern along one helical face of both
H1 and H2 (blue spheres). These faces suggest the helical face important for
intramodule interaction, module one shown. Left, 4C9G. Middle, RaptorX Contact
Model. Right, 6GCI. (green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å apart)
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Figure 2.16. CL interactive glycine triangle. 4C9G (pale grey) and 6GCI
(pale blue) were aligned. CL shown as sticks; pale teal indicates CL molecules
resolved in the 4C9G structure; dark teal indicates CL molecules resolved in
the 6GCI structure. Residues of the identified glycine triangle shown as
spheres with blue and green residues highlighting the GxxxxxxG motif. Red
spheres highlight the glycine residues of the additional CL binding motif.
Insert, highlights residues of the CL binding site between modules 2 and 3
illustrating this structural feature.
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Figure 2.17. Highly coevolving residues. The GREMLIN Beta score for each
residues pair was summed for each residue to determine possible functionally
important residues. The top 5% of residues are shown in red and the top 6-10% of
residues are shown in orange. (A) Residues colored and mapped on 6GCI.	
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Left, side view. Middle, cytosolic view. Right, matrix view. (B) Coevolving pairs
shown to highlight the intermodule connections made by highly coevolving
residues. (C) Coevolving pairs shown to highlight the dynamic structural nature of
the matrix helices.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Tim23 Superfamily Proteins using
Bioinformatics-Based Approaches
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3.1 Abstract
The majority of mitochondrial proteins are synthesized in the cytosol and must be
imported into the mitochondria. The TIM23 complex, located in the mitochondrial IM, is
responsible for the import or integration of approximately 70% of all mitochondrial
proteins. The channel domain of the TIM23 complex consists of membrane proteins
Tim23 and Tim17. Previous studies have illuminated a number of key structural
elements necessary for protein import and channel formation, however, there is
currently no high-resolution structure of Tim23 or Tim17. Due to the challenges
membrane proteins present when using traditional structure determination methods this
study takes a new approach, coevolution analysis. Through the use of a MSA,
coevolution analysis predicts residues proximal in the three-dimensional structure that
can then inform distance restraints used for ab initio structure prediction. We identify
coevolving residue pairs for the channel domain of Tim23 and using these results then
perform ab initio modeling that informs the first structural model of the channel domain
of Tim23. Analysis of the determined model and predicted structural contacts suggests
the matrix helix of L1 is highly dynamic and potentially acts as a presequence-like
structure that inserts into the transmembrane domain of Tim23 when the channel is not
actively engaged by precursor protein. Additionally, we investigate channel formation by
performing inter-protein coevolution analysis on Tim23 and Tim17 and identify residues
of the matrix loops of the two proteins as coevolving. This study also investigates the Nterminal domain of Tim23 using conservation analysis to identify that the presence of
the certain amino acids could be the important factor for OM interaction. This study
lends novel insights into the structure of the channel domain of Tim23, potential
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structural dynamics, and residues important for TIM23 subunit interaction and OM
interaction that should be used to inform future experimental studies.
3.2 Introduction
3.2.1 Tim23 Structural Insights
Although there is no high-resolution structural information for Tim23 or Tim17,
there are a number of key structural regions that have been identified as important for
channel assembly and protein translocation (Fig 3.1). The N-terminal domain of Tim23
is unstructured and facilitates a number of interactions with the OM and other TIM23
complex subunits. A heptad leucine repeat motif mediates coiled-coil interactions that
aid in the dimerization of Tim23 and interaction of Tim23 with Tim50, Tim21, Tom22,
and presequence (102,209,210). Purified whole Tim23 and the channel domain alone
have been shown to form 13-24Å wide channels (73). The channel domain of Tim23 is
made up of four TMS with both the N- and C-termini located in the IMS (211). Tim23
also has an extended positively charged matrix loop (L1, predicted as 26 residues in S.
cerevisiae) that links TMS1 and TMS2. GxxxG motifs mediate helical packing
interactions between TMSs, thereby stabilizing both intra- and inter-molecule
interactions among many membrane proteins (212). TMS1 and TMS2 contain
conserved GxxxG motifs necessary for the structural integrity of the TIM23 complex
(213). For example, mutations of G102, G149, G153 to leucine residues are lethal (Fig
3.1, Tim23, pink) and are thought to compromise the association of Tim23 with Tim17,
Tim44, and Tim50 (213). Mutations of residues G112, G116, and G145 (Fig 3.1, Tim23,
yellow) impair the interaction of Tim23 with Tim17, indicating that both TMS1 and TMS2
play a key role in the assembly of the core channel domain (213).
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TMS2 contains an aqueous facing side that may define part of the translocation
pore (214). Depolarization of the membrane causes a greater proportion of TMS2 to be
exposed to the aqueous IMS region and interrupts the helical structure of TMS2 (215).
This indicates that Tim23 is structurally dynamic and can assume different functional
conformations, which could have distinct interactions with other TIM23 subunits. TMS2
has been shown to promote the cation selectivity of Tim23, and mutational analysis
shows that N150A impairs yeast growth and decreases cation selectivity of the channel
(216).
3.2.2 Tim17 Structural Insights
Tim17 has a similar structure to the Tim23 channel domain, including four
predicted TMSs and the extended L1 located in the matrix (Fig 3.1, Tim17). Tim17 has
four conserved cysteine residues found at positions 10, 77, 118, and 120 in S.
cerevisiae; C10 and C77 form a disulfide bond that stabilizes the interaction between
TMS1 and TMS2 (217) (Fig 3.1, Tim17, blue). Tim17, like Tim23, has a number of
GxxxG motifs, and mutations in the motifs located in TMS1 and TMS2 result in
decreased levels of Tim17 in complex with Tim23 (218) (Fig 3.1, Tim17, yellow). C118
and C120 have been shown to crosslink to TMS1 of Tim23 (219) (Fig 3.1, Tim17, pink).
These structural elements and interactions give basis to the type of translocation pore
that is formed between Tim23 and Tim17.
3.2.3 Coevolution Analysis Applications
Although these experimental studies above have give a number of structural
insights into Tim23 and Tim17, there is no high-resolution structure of the channel
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domain of these homologous proteins. Coevolution analysis has previously determined
the structure of numerous membrane proteins (200). In this study, the sequence of the
channel domain of homologous proteins, Tim23, Tim17, and Tim22 were used to
determine a structural model of the channel domain.
Coevolution can also be used to determine interactions between two proteins
(220). In this case, a paired protein alignment is created and the analysis not only
identifies coevolving residue pairs within the proteins of interest but between the two
proteins as well. This study utilizes coevolution analysis to also determine the
coevolving pairs between Tim23 and Tim17, the main channel forming proteins of the
TIM23 complex.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Alignment Generation, GREMLIN Server Analysis, and Rosetta
Structural Modeling
A MSA of the Tim23 superfamily was created and included sequences for Tim23,
Tim17, and Tim22. Sequences were collected from the NCBI Database (221) and
UniProt Database (222). Alignments were supplemented by the GREMLIN webserver
using HHblits (201,202) to add additional homologous sequences. Only hits with 1E-10
or below were considered and the alignment was processed so that all sequences had
at least 75% coverage (no more than 25% gaps when aligned) and that all columns
within the MSA that were more than 25% gaps were removed. The MSA was also
filtered so that no two sequences had greater than 75% sequence identity. The
GREMLIN webserver (192,196) was used as described in section 2.3.1. In collaboration
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with Dr. Sergey Ovchinnikov, the coevolution analysis results were weighted and
implemented as sigmoidal distance restraints for structural modeling with Rosetta (199).
3.3.2 ConSurf
ConSurf is a webserver that estimates the evolutionary conservation of an amino
acid in a protein based on a MSA (223-227). The rate at which an amino acid is
conserved depends on the structural and functional importance of the residue. The
ConSurf webserver uses a Bayesian method that not only takes into consideration the
variation of the MSA but also the phylogenetic relationship of the analyzed sequences
(228). Each amino acid of the protein of interest is assigned a conservation score
ranging from 1: variable, to 9: conserved, with 5 representing an average score.
3.3.3 Paired Protein Alignment Generation
Sequences designated as Tim23 and Tim17 of the same species were
concatenated together. In this analysis, the channel domain of Tim23 and Tim17 were
analyzed. In the case of S. cerevisiae, the Tim23-Tim17 concatenated sequence is 266
residues in length. The joint sequence consists of the C-terminal channel domain of
Tim23 (residues 1-126 of the concatenated sequence) and the entire Tim17 sequence
(residues 127-266 of the concatenated sequence). Once Tim23 and Tim17 sequences
were concatenated, a MSA was produced, and submitted to the GREMLIN webserver
for coevolution analysis.
3.3.4 RaptorX Contact
The RaptorX Contact webserver (197,198), as described in section 2.3.5, was
used to analyze the Tim23 superfamily of proteins.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Coevolution Analysis of the Tim23 Superfamily
Coevolution analysis was performed and mapped onto the channel domain of
Tim23. The alignment consisted of sequences from the Tim23 superfamily of proteins
and contained 1,194 sequences resulting in a sequence/length ratio of approximately
9.5. The GREMLIN webserver predicted 179 coevolving pairs. The contact map of the
coevolution analysis suggests antiparallel alpha-helical interactions as indicated by the
perpendicular pattern off the diagonal (Fig 3.2). Analysis of the contact map and the
coevolving predictions show strong coevolution between residues of H2 and H3 and H3
and H4. These antiparallel interactions are consistent with the predicted four
transmembrane helical topology of Tim23.
3.4.1.2 Tim23 Superfamily Predicted Models with the GREMLIN webserver
Rosetta structural modeling of the Tim23 superfamily alignment of proteins
generated over 20,000 models, with the top ten structures clustering into two groups.
Cluster one contained six predicted models whereas cluster two contained two
predicted models.
3.4.1.2.1 Model One
A representative model from cluster one is shown (Fig 3.3A, left). It contains five
helical structural units, which agrees with the generally held belief that the channel
domain of Tim23 is made up of four transmembrane helices and one α-helix located in
loop 1 (L1) found in the matrix (Fig 3.3B). When compared to the predicted coevolving
residues, the resulting Rc value is 0.631, suggesting not quite a native protein fit
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between the predicted coevolving residues and model one but a better fit than
comparison to a random protein.
The predicted coevolving pairs can be compared to the model in the form of a
contact map. The blue dots represent the predicted coevolving pairs whereas the dark
grey dots represent residues known to be in contact with each other in the model (Fig
3.4A, left). The highlighted ovals show the main structural interactions seen on this
contact map. Here we illustrate how the predicted coevolving contacts and the known
contacts of the structures are similar and different. For both the coevolving pairs and the
contacts made in the model there is a strong pattern indicating H2:H3, H3:H4, and
H1:L1 interactions. However, when looking at the known contacts made by model one
there are interactions between H1:H3, H1:H4, and H2:H4 that are not represented by
the coevolution analysis.
To better understand the coevolving interactions, the predicted pairs with a
probability (of being within 5Å of each other) of greater than 0.9 were mapped onto
model one (Fig 3.4B, left). This allowed us to visualize the distances and locations
between the top predicted pairs on model one. The majority of the short distance pairs
(<5Å apart) suggest the alpha-helical nature of the channel domain of Tim23, in that
there are many pairs occurring in an i, i+3/i+4 pattern. Other short distance pairs appear
between H2:H3 and H3:H4, which were noted on the contact map. There are also a
number of intermediate distance (5-10Å) and long distance (>10Å) coevolving pairs,
which may suggest structural dynamics, as we have shown for the AAC (Chapter 2).
Specifically, the long distance connections highlight residues of L1 coevolving with
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residues of the TMSs. We believe this suggests L1 inserts into the transmembrane
domain.
3.4.1.2.2 Model Two
A representative structure from cluster two is shown (Fig 3.3A, right). Model two
also contains five helical structural units, although this model suggests all five helical
units are TMSs. What was identified in model one as the helical element of L1 in the
matrix has now shifted into register with the other TMSs (Fig 3.3B). Previous research
indicates this is not the topology of Tim23 due to both the N- and C- terminal ends of
Tim23 being located in the IMS (211). We believe this model could be reiterating the
suggested dynamic interaction between L1 and the TMSs as proposed by model one.
When compared to the predicted coevolving residues, the resulting Rc value is
0.642, again suggesting not quite a native protein fit between the predicted coevolving
residues and structural model but a fit better than a random protein comparison.
Differences between the known contacts of model two and the predicted coevolving
pairs can be seen on the resulting contact map (Fig 3.4A, right). Similarities again
highlight the anti-parallel interactions of the TMSs, specifically, H2:H3 and H3:H4. The
most pronounced differences occur with the model suggesting interactions between L1
and H2, H3, and H4 that are not well represented by the coevolution analysis.
To better understand these differences and the potential structural dynamics, the
coevolving pairs with a probability of greater than 0.9 were mapped onto model two (Fig
3.4B, right). These predicted contacts reiterate the incorrect prediction that Tim23 has
five TMSs. The long and intermediate connections cross the center of the protein, with
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residues on one side of the protein coevolving with residues on the complete other side
of the protein. This model satisfies a number of coevolving pair predictions however, the
number of long and intermediate coevolving pairs validate the topology of model one.
This flipped topology of model two demonstrates the high coevolution between L1 and
the transmembrane domain of Tim23 and supports the notion that L1 is structurally
dynamic.
3.4.1.2.3 Model Comparison
Although both models have problematic aspects, they do generally agree with
what we know about the structure of the channel domain of Tim23 and suggest the
structurally dynamic nature of L1. Model one is problematic in that the register of H1
with the other TMSs is not energetically favorable if we consider how this protein would
be positioned in the membrane. When considering model two, the problematic aspect is
the topology. Structural modeling using coevolution analysis will attempt to satisfy the
greatest number of predicted coevolving pairs. The two models attempt to satisfy the
predicted structural dynamics of L1 in two different ways. In model one, this is done by
shifting H1 out of register with the other TMSs and into register with the helix of L1. In
model two this is done by inserting L1 into the transmembrane domain of Tim23
resulting in the inverted topology of H2, H3, and H4.
To gain insight into the structural features of this potentially dynamic 16-residue
L1 helix identified by our coevolution analysis, we performed helical wheel analysis of
this segment. Interestingly, this region defines a helix with a hydrophobic face flanked
by basic residues (Fig. 3.5). Hence, this structural element shares physicochemical
features with N-terminal presequences on polypeptides that traverse the Tim23
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channel. Given the dynamic, channel-interactive nature of this segment identified by
coevolution analysis, we propose that L1 may serve as a temporary presequence-like
structure that occupies the channel lumen when the TIM23 channel is not engaged with
substrate. Considering, the positively charged nature of the L1 helix, this interaction
could be dependent on CL. The negatively charged head group of CL could attract the
positively charged helix of L1, supporting these structural dynamics. This interaction
should be investigated experimentally to determine the validity of the predicted
structural dynamics and to determine the CL dependence of this effect.
3.4.1.3. Analysis of Highly Coevolving Residues
Coevolution analysis can be used to identify possible functionally important
residues (200). We analyzed the results for the Tim23 superfamily to identify residues
that might be of interest for future experimental studies. To determine the highly
coevolving residues, the coevolution score was summed for each residue and
designated as potentially functionally important if it appeared in the top 20% of residues
(Fig 3.6).
We wanted to validate this approach by determining if any previously identified
functionally important residues (Fig 3.1) were also identified by coevolution analysis
alone. Residues Y105 to F114, of H1, can be crosslinked to residues of Tim17 (219),
this coevolution analysis identified L106 and G108 as functionally important. A lethal
phenotype results from the mutation G149L (213), and this glycine residue appeared in
this analysis. Finally, G145 has been determined to stabilize the interaction between
Tim23 and Tim17 (213); this glycine residue was also identified in this analysis. These
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examples lend confidence to this approach for identifying highly coevolving residues as
functionally important.
Analysis of how these residues map onto the various structural elements shows
the greatest number of identified residues map to L1, underscoring the potential
functional significance of interactions of this region with the channel domain.
Interestingly, the high coevolution score of this structural element is also consistent with
those of the matrix-facing helices of AAC; the latter may be related to the similar
topological locations of these structural elements relative to the membrane surface. It is
important to consider these residues are mapped onto the Tim23 sequence, however
this analysis was done using all members of the Tim23 superfamily (Tim23, Tim17 and
Tim22). These highly coevolving residues could be important for the function of any of
the three homologous proteins.
3.4.1.4 Conservation Analysis of the Tim23 Superfamily
The ConSurf webserver was used to complete a conservation analysis of the
Tim23 superfamily. Graphing the conservation analysis along each TMS shows clearly
how one face of each helix is more conserved whereas another is more variable. The
clear oscillation of the graph indicates that within all the TMS there is an i, i+4 pattern for
highly conserved residues (Figure 3.7A). This pattern identifies a polar inward facing
side of H2 in model one that previous research has identified as part of the protein
translocation pore (214) (Fig 3.7B, left). The highly conserved nature of the other TMSs
suggests their importance in translocation pore formation. The identified variable face
(Fig 3.7B, right) could interact with the hydrophobic membrane and therefore not be
subject to strong evolutionary constraints. However, it could also be the case that a
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more variable face is necessary to facilitate the number of different interactions with
other subunits of the TIM23 complex necessary for functional protein import or
integration.
3.4.1.5 Structure Prediction with the RaptorX Contact Webserver
As a second method for both coevolution analysis and structure prediction, the
RaptorX Contact webserver was used to predict the structure of Tim23. The input
sequence for the RaptorX Contact prediction was the channel domain of Tim23 from S.
cerevisiae. RaptorX Contact predicted five possible models, all of which were very
similar in overall structure to the GREMLIN model one structure (Fig. 3.8A). This
RaptorX Contact webserver predicted Tim23 has four TMSs and an α-helix in L1 in the
matrix. Looking at the top predicted contacts for the RaptorX Contact model of Tim23
indicates the anti-parallel nature of the channel domain of Tim23 with the top coevolving
pairs occurring between neighboring TMSs (Fig 3.8B). This model also suggests the
interaction of H1 with L1 as a number of top coevolving pairs occur here as well. The
agreement of this RaptorX Contact model with the GREMLIN model one suggests this
could be a useful structure to understand the channel domain of Tim23 gives us
confidence of the structure and dynamic nature of the α-helix in L1.
3.4.2 Coevolution Analysis of the Tim23 and Tim17 Interaction
The resulting Tim23-Tim17 alignment consisted of 421 concatenated sequences.
With an alignment-filtered length of 248 the resulting sequence/length ratio was 1.7. The
coevolution analysis resulted in 372 predicted coevolving pairs. Resulting pairs are
shown in a contact map (Fig 3.9A) where the top left and bottom right quadrants
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indicate coevolving pairs within Tim23 and Tim17 respectively, whereas the bottom left
and top right quadrants indicate coevolving pairs between the two proteins. Of note are
two high scoring coevolving pairs between Tim23 and Tim17 (Fig 3.9A, circled pairs).
What is most promising is these predicted interactions are topologically possible. The
pairs of note are K190 (Tim23) with K55 (Tim17) and S192 (Tim23) with K55 (Tim17).
K190 and S192 are both located in L3 in the matrix and K55 of Tim17 is located in L1,
also in the matrix (Fig 3.9B). RaptorX Complex Contact webserver was used as a
second means to validate the coevolution results and predicted these same two
interactions. Perhaps most striking is that no transmembrane packing interactions are
identified by this coevolution analysis. Tim23 and Tim17 are believed to constitute part
of the protein conductance channel. It has therefore been speculated, although never
shown experimentally, that these two homologous proteins may assemble through
helical packing interactions into a common channel. This analysis suggests that Tim23
and Tim17, while both having strong patterns of intramolecular coevolution interactions,
have very little intermolecular coevolution. Where detectable coevolution does exist in
soluble loops between TMSs. Hence, this analysis would suggest that the assembly of
Tim23 and Tim17 is not driven by robust transmembrane helical interactions
3.4.3 Conservation Analysis of the N-Terminal Domain of Tim23
The N-terminal domain of Tim23 (residues 1-96 in S. cerevisiae) is not conserved
and does not align well in a MSA, making it unsuitable for coevolution analysis.
However, it has been shown that a series of residues, W3-L4-F5, are important for the
interaction between Tim23 and the OM and that this interaction is strengthened by the
presence of CL (102). This series of residues is known as the hydrophobic hook. With
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the extensive database of Tim23 sequences collected we wanted to evaluate the
conserved nature of these residues and if there were any other defining features of the
N-terminal domain.
Tim23 sequences from fungal species were collected and resulted in a database
of 357 sequences. To understand if the hydrophobic hook is highly conserved, we
determined how many sequences contained this motif. Surprisingly, only 12% of
sequences contained the exact W-L-F motif (Fig 3.10A, Hydrophobic Hook). This led us
to hypothesize that it is not the exact sequence of the hydrophobic hook that is
important for OM interaction. Rather, it is possible that the presence of specific amino
acids within the extreme amino terminus may be the defining characteristic of this
region. To this end, the database was analyzed for the presence of certain amino acids
within the first ten residues of the N-terminal domain of Tim23. What was found
illuminated that there is an undeniable prevalence of certain amino acids within these
first ten residues. The most defining characteristic of this region was the presence of an
aromatic residue (86% of all cases), which was most commonly tryptophan but could
also be phenylalanine (Fig. 3.10A).
The sequence of the first ten residues of the N-terminal domain of Tim23, M-SW-L-F-G-D-K-T-P (S. cerevisiae), indicates that following the hydrophobic hook
residues, there is a glycine residue followed by an aspartic acid residue and then a
lysine residue. The same analysis was performed to see if the prevalence of a glycine
residue, negatively charged residue (D/E), or positively charged residue (K/R) was
conserved. Upon analysis, the glycine residue is present in 78% of sequences, the
negatively charged residue, 62% of sequences, and the positively charged residue 63%
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of sequences (Fig 3.10A). Finally, when looking at the N-terminal ten residues of the
different Fungi species there was an obvious indication that the majority of sequences
had a serine residue in the second position. Quantifying this observation showed that
67% of sequences have a serine residue at the second position (Fig 3.10B) indicating
the highly conserved nature of this residue and position. Together, this analysis
indicates it may not strictly be the hydrophobic hook residues that are necessary for OM
interaction. Instead, we believe it is the presence of an aromatic residue, a glycine
residue, a positively charged residue, and a negatively charged residue along with a
serine residue in the second position that are important for Tim23 interaction with the
OM.
3.5 Conclusions
Membrane proteins have been notoriously hard to study by traditional structure
determination methods, however with the advent of high throughput sequencing
technologies a greater number of proteins have become amenable to structural
bioinformatics-based approaches such as coevolution analysis. Not only have more
proteins been sequenced, providing a richer database to work with but there have been
vast improvements in these methodologies as well. Additionally, coevolution now has
the ability to utilize the contact predictions made to inform ab initio structural modeling.
We have used coevolution analysis to determine novel insights into the channel domain
of the Tim23 superfamily. We have utilized these coevolution results to perform ab initio
structural modeling to determine the first model of the channel domain of Tim23. In
future studies this model could be used to supplement traditional structure
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determination methods that would aid in the determination of the first high-resolution
structure of the Tim23, Tim17, or Tim22 channel domain (220).
Analysis of the distances of the coevolving residue pairs illustrates the potential
structural dynamics of the matrix helix of L1. Together with the hydrophobic and basic
residues present in the L1 helix we propose this structural element acts as a
presequence-like structure to close the translocation channel when TIM23 is not actively
engaging precursor protein. This analysis also identified potentially functionally
important residues based on their highly coevolving nature. Some of these identified
residues have been the targets of past experimental studies and have shown their
importance for either the interaction between Tim23 and Tim17 or resulted in a lethal
phenotype lending credence to this analysis. The remainder of these identified residues
should be investigated to determine if there is a functional impact of mutation both in the
context of protein function and TIM23 complex assembly. Included in this analysis
should be the coevolving residues identified between Tim23 and Tim17.
Moving forward the working database of all sequences collected for Tim23,
Tim17 and the majority of the other subunits of the TIM23 complex should continue to
be curated (Appendix B). As more sequences become available, coevolution can be
used in multiple ways to understand the structural elements and dynamics of subunits
and interactions of the subunits of the TIM23 complex and can be used to inform
experimental analysis and structure determination.
Lastly, the N-terminal domain of Tim23 is highly variable and therefore not
suitable for coevolution analysis. To circumvent this and investigate the interaction of
the Tim23 with the OM we analyzed the first ten residues of Tim23 to determine if there
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was an evolutionary basis behind the concept of the “hydrophobic hook”. This unique
analysis highlighted that the presence of an aromatic residue, a positively charge
residue, a negatively charged residue, a glycine residue, and a serine in position two
are conserved in our extensive database as opposed to the “hydrophobic hook” motif.
Currently, The results from this analysis are being used by M. Skoryk of the Alder
laboratory to inform fluorescent studies investigating how the mutation of these residues
affects protein association with liposomes of various compositions.
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3.6 Figures and Table

Figure 3.1. Schematic of Tim23 and Tim17 protein structural elements.
Tim23 and Tim17 are homologous proteins. Left, Tim23 consists of a soluble
IMS N-terminal domain (residues 1-96, S. cerevisiae) and IM bound C-terminal
channel domain (residues 97-222, S. cerevisiae). Right, Tim17 lacks the
extensive N-terminal domain found in Tim23 but has a similar C-terminal
channel domain. Residues and structural motifs that have been experimentally
shown to be critical for the functional interactions of Tim23 and Tim17 are
color coded and detailed on the key below each protein.
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Figure 3.2. Tim23 superfamily channel domain contact map analysis using
the GREMLIN webserver. The channel domains of Tim23, Tim17 and Tim22
were aligned and submitted for analysis through the GREMLIN webserver.
Results were mapped onto the sequence of the Tim23 channel domain from S.
cerevisiae and represented on a contact map with the residue of the channel
domain of Tim23 (1-126) on each axis. Each blue dot indicates a pair of
residues predicted to be coevolving, the darker and larger the dot, the higher the
predicted coevolving strength. Rectangles highlight the H2:H3 and H3:H4
interactions.
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Figure 3.3. Tim23 superfamily predicted models using the GREMLIN
webserver. (A) Structure of predicted models. (B) Topology diagram of the
predicted models. Left, model one. Right, model two.
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of predicted coevolving pairs to Tim23 structural
models. (A) Contact maps with Tim23 residues on both axes. Each blue dot
indicates a pair of residues predicted to be coevolving, the darker and larger
the dot, the higher the predicted coevolving strength. Dark grey dots on the
upper half of the contact map indicated residue pairs known to be within a
distance of 5Å with light grey dots indicating residue pairs known to be 5Å-10Å
apart. Ovals indicate interactions between the major structural units of the
predicted models. (B) Top coevolving predicted hits were mapped onto the
structure. Distances between residues are depicted as color-coded lines
(green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å apart). Left, model one.
Right, model two.
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Figure 3.5. Property analysis of the L1 helix. Helical wheel analysis of L1
shows properties similar to an amino-terminal presequence with positively
charged basic residues and a hydrophobic face. Left, helical wheel analysis.
Right, residues of interest shown on structure. Coloring: yellow, hydrophobic;
blue, basic.
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Figure 3.6. Highly coevolving residues. (A) The summed coevolution score
of individual residues reflect potential functionally important residues. Top
10%, red spheres; top 11- 20%, orange spheres. (B) Table of all top 20%
potential functionally important residues separated by predicted structural
region of model one of the channel domain of Tim23.
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Figure 3.7. Conservation analysis of Tim23 with the ConSurf
webserver. (A) Residues of the major structural elements are plotted on
the x-axis and ConSurf score is plotted on the y-axis to show the periodicity
of highly conserved residues. (B) Structures have been colored
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and mapped onto model one according to ConSurf score to highlight the
conserved polar face (left) and variable face (right). 	
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Figure 3.8. Tim23 model predicted by the RaptorX Contact webserver.
(A) Predicted structure of the channel domain of Tim23 by RaptorX Contact.
(B) Top scoring predicted coevolving pairs (>0.9 probability score) were
mapped onto the predicted structure. Indicated connected residues are
predicted to have their C-beta atoms within 8Å of each other.
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Figure 3.9. Tim23-Tim17 interaction analysis by the GREMLIN
webserver. (A) Contact map of the Tim23-Tim17 predicted coevolving pairs.
The sequence of the channel domain of Tim23 (residues 97-222) from 	
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S. cerevisiae was concatenated with the sequence of Tim17 from S. cerevisiae.	
  
The residues of this concatenated sequence are plotted on the x- and y-axes.
Each blue dot indicates a pair of residues predicted to be coevolving, the darker
and larger the dot, the higher the predicted coevolving strength. Circled
coevolving pairs indicated two high probability coevolving residue pairs between
Tim23 and Tim17. (B) Schematic representation of the two predicted coevolving
pairs between the channel domain of Tim23 and Tim17.	
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Figure 3.10. Conservation analysis of the N-terminal ten residues of
Tim23. (A) The presence of certain amino acids within the first ten residues
of Tim23 was determined. Results are shown in terms of percent of all
sequence analyzed. (B) To understand the interaction between Tim23 and
the OM, the amino acid profile of the second position of Tim23 was analyzed.
Amino acids are color coded by type and presented in order in the pie chart.
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Chapter 4
Understanding the Effects of Cardiolipin on the Distribution
of TIM23 Assembly States
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4.1 Abstract
The modular TIM23 complex contains 11 identified subunits that can assemble
into distinct functional states that facilitate the membrane integration of IM proteins and
the translocation of soluble proteins into the matrix. Due to this modular nature subunit
assembly must be dynamic to support multiple functional states. Here we investigate
the role that membrane lipids, specifically cardiolipin, play in modulating the TIM23
assembly states. Cardiolipin is the signature phospholipid of the mitochondria and is
known to support proper protein activity and complex assembly of a multitude of
mitochondrial proteins. Here we provided a comprehensive analysis of the distribution of
functional TIM23 assembly states in mitochondria from yeast with altered cardiolipin
compositions including complete loss of cardiolipin (Δcrd1) and accumulation of both
unremodeled cardiolipin (Δcld1) and monolysocardiolipin (Δtaz1). We find there is a
destabilization of the TIM23SORT complex that results from the loss of cardiolipin or
accumulation of monolysocardiolipin. We find that these alterations are not due to the
decrease in membrane potential seen with Δtaz1 and Δcrd1. Finally, we show
preliminary results that suggest the destabilization of the TIM23SORT complex is
reversible with the addition of supplemental CL in the form of CL containing NDs. We
propose CL containing NDs could be implemented as a mitochondria specific targeted
lipid delivery system.
4.2 Introduction
4.2.1 The TIM23 Complex Assembly States
The subunits of the TIM23 complex must all communicate effectively to ensure
proper protein import. The various TIM23 assembly states have been experimentally
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identified, primarily by native gel electrophoresis (37,56,93,229). Blue-native PAGE
(BN-PAGE) is a technique that resolves protein complexes with their tertiary and
quaternary structures intact. The use of a native environment and non-denaturing
detergents allows visualization of oligomeric states, protein-protein interactions, and
supercomplex formation (230). Previous research has identified three main assembly
states of the TIM23 complex that can be visualized through BN-PAGE. The first
complex referred to as the TIM23CORE complex, consists of Tim23 and Tim17 (72).
Opposing research claims this complex may include Tim50 as well (229). The two
higher molecular weight assembly states are referred to as TIM23SORT as they are
known to contain Tim23, Tim17, and Tim21. Previous research has also claimed one of
the Tim23SORT assembly states additionally contains Tim50 (37,56,72,229). Together
these multiple assembly states demonstrate the modular nature of the TIM23 complex.
Additionally, it has been shown these TIM23 complex assembly states are stabilized by
CL (37,95,98,229) however, a number of questions remain in the literature about the
extent of this effect.
4.2.2 Nanodiscs: A Model Membrane System
Nanodiscs (ND) are nanoscale lipid bilayers surrounded by membrane
scaffolding protein (MSP), which renders them soluble and amenable to solution-based
biophysical analyses that more accurately mimic the native membrane environment.
Importantly NDs are stable and monodispersed in solution (231). Moreover, because
they do not form closed structures like other model membranes such as liposomes, they
allow experimental access to both sides of the bilayer (232). Traditionally, membrane
proteins have been reconstituted into NDs and studied in a number of ways, some of
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these membrane proteins include, bateriorhodopsin, proteorhodopsin, SecYEG, Tim50,
Tim23, and complex II (98,215,233-237).
MSP was developed by the Sligar lab at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign (232) and consists of a hexa-histidine tag, cleavage site, and variable
lengths of amphipathic α-helices to produce NDs of a desired size (Fig 4.1). By
engineering constructs consisting of one (MSP1E1), two (MSP1E2), or three (MSP1E3)
copies of the original MSP, different size NDs can be produced. During development it
was discovered 22 N-terminal amino acids were not essential for nanodisc formation
and did not affect the resulting ND size, the deletion of these residues is denoted with
the addition of “D1”. MSP1E3D1, the form used in this study, contains three copies of
the original MSP protein with the N-terminal 22 residues deleted, and results in a ND
with a diameter of about 12nm (238). NDs are formed from a reaction mixture
composed of MSP and lipid films, of a desired composition, and hydrated in detergentcontaining buffers. NDs self-assemble upon removal of the detergent and then are
purified by affinity chromatography (238).
4.2.3 The Effect of Supplemental CL on Mitochondria
Previous research has shown that addition of CL, in lipid micelles or assembled
in NDs, to isolated mitochondria or cells results in the incorporation of the supplemental
CL into mitochondrial membranes (239,240). Specifically, the addition of CL micelles
has been shown to stabilize respiratory supercomplexes in Δcrd1 yeast mitochondria
(240). In an additional study, CL containing NDs were added to myeloid progenitor cells
and shown to localize to the mitochondria and prevent the apoptotic response seen in
TAZ knockdown cells (239). These results suggested that the addition of supplemental
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CL to mitochondria or cells can reverse the effects of the lack of CL. Due to the modular
nature of the TIM23 complex this study aimed to provide a comprehensive analysis of
the effect of CL on the TIM23 complex and then use this experimental readout for
understanding the effect of supplemental CL on the TIM23 assembly states and
mitochondria in general.
4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Mitochondria Isolation
Mitochondria were isolated from yeast strain YPH499. Regardless of CL
background all were isolated following the same procedure, as previously described
(241). All S. cerevisiae cultures were grown in a lactate rich media at 30°C to an OD600
between 0.8 and 1. Mitochondria were quantified by A280 and stored at -80°C until
needed, but no longer than four months.
4.3.2 Recrystallization of Digitonin
Commercially available digitonin (Sigma # D5628) was recrystallized to ensure
purity. Digitonin was dissolved in 100% ethanol in a glass beaker and heated to 120°C,
and boiled for 15 minutes to ensure all digitonin was dissolved in solution. The solution
was then transferred equally to Nalgene Oak Ridge High-Speed Polycarbonate
Centrifuge Tubes and cooled sequentially to allow for digitonin precipitation, at RT, 4°C,
and -20°C, for 20, 25, and 30 minutes respectively. Digitonin was collected by
centrifugation (15 minutes at 4°C and 7,000xg). The supernatant was discarded and
digitonin was again dissolved in 100%, heated to 120°C, and heated until the digitonin
was full dissolved. The solution was then again cooled sequentially as noted above but
left overnight at -20°C to ensure optimal precipitation. Digitonin was collected by
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centrifugation as noted above and dried using an Eppendorf Vagufuge Plus for six
hours on the D-AL setting.
4.3.3 Mitochondria Solubilization and Preparation for BN-PAGE
Mitochondria were prepared for BN-PAGE as previously described (230). Briefly,
mitochondria were thawed on ice for 30 minutes before centrifugation (five minutes at
4°C and 16,000xg) and were then resuspended in resuspension buffer (20mM HEPES
pH 7.5, 80mM KCl, 3mM MgCl2, 250mM sucrose, 2mM KPO4 pH 7.4). Mitochondria
were quantified with an A280 reading and adjusted to the desired concentration
(4mg/mL). Mitochondria were aliquoted into the desired reaction volume and treated
with 2mM NADH. In experiments requiring membrane potential disruption, carbonyl
cyanide 3-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP) was added at various concentrations.
Mitochondria were collected by centrifugation (five minutes at 4°C and 16,000xg) and
resuspended in solubilization buffer (1% digitonin, 20mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 60mM NaCl,
0.1mM EDTA pH 7.5, 10% glycerol, 1.6mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride). Mitochondria
were solubilized for 30 minutes at 4°C on a rotisserie. Samples were centrifuged (thirty
minutes at 4°C and 16,000xg) and solubilized complexes were used for analysis or kept
at 4°C overnight if necessary.
4.3.4 BN-PAGE Analysis
4-15% Mini Protean TGX Stain-Free precast protein gels (Bio-Rad #4568084)
were used for BN-PAGE analysis with the Mini-PROTEAN Tetra Vertical
electrophoresis cell. Solubilized mitochondria were combined with sample buffer (10mM
Bis-Tris/HCl pH 7.0, 50mM 6-aminocaproic acid, 0.5% Coomassie brilliant blue (CBB)
G-250, 5% glycerol) and loaded on the gel. NativeMark Unstained Protein Standard
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(ThermoFisher #LC0725) was used as a molecular weight marker. Cathode buffer+CBB
(50mM tricine, 15mM Bis-Tris/HCl pH 7.0, 0.02% CBB G-250) and anode buffer (50mM
Bis-Tris/HCl pH 7.0) were loaded and the gel was run at 100V until the samples were
well within the gel and then run at 20mA for the remainder of the electrophoresis step.
When the dye front reached about two thirds of the way down the gel, the cathode
buffer was replaced with cathode buffer lacking CBB (50mM tricine, 15mM Bis-Tris/HCl
pH 7.0).
Western blotting was performed using the GenScript eBlot L1 wet protein transfer
system. PVDF membranes were activated in methanol for five minutes and equilibrated
in eBlot L1 PVDF Membrane Equilibration Buffer for ten minutes. One five-minute
transfer cycle and one thirty-second cooling cycle was used to transfer proteins. After
transfer, membranes were soaked in methanol for thirty minutes, with methanol
changed every ten minutes. Membranes were then treated with primary antibody,
αTim23, αTim17, αTim50 (provided by Dr. Dejana Mokranjac), or αTim21 (provided by
Dr. Toshiya Endo) and then treated with a Cy5-conjugated secondary antibody. Blots
were imaged using a Bio-Rad Imager under the Cy5 setting (635nm laser, 695nm
emission filter, low sample intensity). Quantification of western blot images was done
with Bio-Rad Image Lab (Version 3.0). To determine the proportion of the protein of
interest in each of the TIM23 assembly states, one assembly state was set as the
reference band; the relative intensity of the other assembly states was then compared
to this. For Tim23 and Tim17, the reference band was the Tim23CORE assembly state.
For Tim21 and Tim50, the reference band was the TIM23SORT* assembly state. These
values were added together and the relative proportions of each assembly state were
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determined as a percentage of the total. Statistical analyses were done with GraphPad
Prism (Version 7.04).
4.3.5 2D BN/SDS-PAGE Analysis
For 2D BN/SDS-PAGE analysis the completed BN-PAGE gel was treated with a
1% SDS, 1% β-mercaptoethanol solution for 30 minutes at 50°C, with agitation every
ten minutes. The gel was washed two times with 1X SDS running buffer for five minutes
each. After treatment, each lane was cut and loaded onto a 15% SDS-PAGE gel that
was poured using the Mini-PROTEAN comb Prep+1 (Bio-Rad #1653367). The gel slice
was covered with stacking gel and allowed to polymerize. The gel was run at 120V for
about two hours. 2D BN/SDS-PAGE gels were analyzed by western blot analysis as
described above.
4.3.6 ND Assembly Reaction
MSP1E3D1 was purified as previously described and used for ND assembly
reaction (232,238). Briefly, MSP was added to lipid films hydrated in a cholatecontaining buffer (59mM). ND assembly was initiated upon removal of the cholate
through the addition of Bio-Beads (Bio-Rad #1523920); the reaction was incubated with
the Bio-Beads for two hours at room temperature. The reaction mixture was separated
from the Bio-Beads and then incubated with Ni-NTA agarose resin for 45 minutes at
room temperature and assembled NDs were purified by utilizing the hexa-histidine tag
located on MSP through the addition of increasing concentrations of imidazole.
Reaction buffer was exchanged to remove excess imidazole and the ND sample was
concentrated using an Amicon 3KDa molecular weight cutoff filter (Millipore #UFC8003).
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The ND lipid compositions used for these studies were POPC only and 50mol%
POPC/50mol% TOCL.
4.3.7 CL Supplement Sample Preparation
Mitochondria were quantified, aliquoted, and treated with NADH as noted in
section 4.2.3. Mitochondria were collected by centrifugation (five minutes at 4°C and
16,000xg) and resuspended in solubilization buffer lacking digitonin. ND were added at
varying concentrations to mitochondria and were incubated on a rotisserie at 4°C for
thirty minutes. Digitonin was added at a final concentration of 1% and samples were
incubated again on a rotisserie at 4°C for thirty minutes. Solubilized complexes were
collected by centrifugation (thirty minutes at 4°C and 16,000xg) and were kept at 4°C
overnight if necessary, and subsequently used for BN-PAGE analysis.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 CL Stabilizes Particular TIM23 Assembly States
Following the electrophoretic separation of digitonin-solubilized mitochondria by
BN-PAGE, the TIM23 complex was shown to migrate as three distinct assemblies,
TIM23CORE containing Tim23 and Tim17, and two higher molecular weight assemblies of
TIM23SORT that we denote as TIM23SORT and TIM23SORT*. These assemblies range in
size from 90kDa to approximately 300kDa. To obtain a comprehensive analysis of the
effect of CL on the stabilization of the TIM23 complex we evaluated the TIM23 complex
composition in mitochondria from wild type (WT), Δtaz1, Δcrd1, and Δcld1 yeast strains
(Fig 1.4).
The most dramatic effect on TIM23 assembly caused by defects in CL
biogenesis was observed for the TIM23SORT* complex (Fig. 4.2). Specifically, with the
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lack of CL (Δcrd1) or accumulation of MLCL (Δtaz1), the immunoblots against Tim23
and Tim17 (discussed below) showed a nearly complete absence of this complex. With
the decreased association of Tim23 with the TIM23SORT* assembly state, there was an
increase in either the TIM23SORT or the TIM23CORE assembly states. Quantification of
these analyses showed that for Tim23, Δtaz1 mitochondria show a preferential
accumulation of the TIM23SORT assembly whereas in Δcrd1 mitochondria there was an
accumulation of the TIM23CORE assembly state (Fig 4.3). These results suggest that the
presence of MLCL (Δtaz1) or the lack of CL (Δcrd1) resulted in a destabilization of the
TIM23SORT* assembly state. When there was an accumulation of MLCL, the decrease in
the TIM23SORT* assembly state resulted in accumulation of the TIM23SORT assembly
state whereas when CL was completely absent the decrease in the TIM23SORT*
assembly state resulted in an increase in the TIM23CORE assembly state. This suggests
that in the absence of CL the TIM23SORT complex is destabilized. 2D BN/SDS-PAGE
analysis confirmed these patterns and additionally resolved that there was an increase
in the amount of free Tim23 in Δcrd1 mitochondria (Fig 4.4).
As mentioned above, there was a dramatic decrease in the association of Tim17
with the TIM23SORT* assembly state in mitochondria from Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 yeast strains,
as visualized by BN-PAGE (Fig 4.2, Fig 4.3). 2D BN/SDS-PAGE analysis confirmed
these patterns and additionally resolved that there was an increase in the amount of
free Tim17 protein in both Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 mitochondria (Fig 4.4). This again suggests
that CL destabilizes the TIM23SORT complex.
To further understand TIM23 assembly state dynamics, we looked at the
distribution of Tim21 in the TIM23SORT assembly states. Analysis with αTim21 confirmed
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the above results and shows that in Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 mitochondria the TIM23SORT*
assembly state is destabilized (Fig 4.2). Quantification of the proportion of Tim21 in
each assembly state showed there was a decrease of 30% and 35% in the proportion of
Tim21 in the TIM23SORT* assembly state for Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 mitochondria, respectively
(Fig 4.3). These results suggest, that again, in the presence of MLCL or the complete
absence of CL there was a destabilization of the higher molecular weight TIM23SORT*
assembly state. 2D BN/SDS-PAGE with αTim21 confirms the destabilization of the
TIM23SORT* assembly state (Fig 4.4).
Finally, we addressed the assembly status of the Tim50 receptor in the different
CL backgrounds using the above approaches. Previous research has suggested that
Tim50 resides in the TIM23SORT* assembly state (37), however we find Tim50 is present
in the lower molecular weight TIM23SORT assembly state (Fig 4.2) and that there is little
effect seen with Tim50 association with the TIM23SORT assembly state.
These results suggest there is a CL dependent stabilization of the TIM23SORT
complex. Our results also show that TIM23 subunits can dynamically assemble into
different complexes in a CL-dependent fashion. Moreover, this work suggests that
TIM23CORE may act as a ‘repository’ to store channel-forming subunits of the protein
import complex when CL concentrations are limiting, or in CL-poor microenvironments
of the IM. We propose that because the TIM23SORT complex specifically mediates the
integration of proteins into the IM, its reliance on CL for assembly may ensure that
nascent membrane proteins are integrated into CL-rich regions of the IM to promote
integration, topogenesis, or both. These results are supported by previous experimental
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evidence that CL-rich liposomes are necessary for reconstitution of actively integrating
TIM23SORT (229).
4.4.2 Uncoupling of the Mitochondrial IM Contributes to the TIM23SORT Complex
Destabilization
Previous research has indicated that Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 yeast mitochondria show
decreased membrane potential (20,242). CL is necessary for proper function of the
electron transport chain (ETC) and is necessary for the stabilization of respiratory
supercomplexes, both of which support the generation of the IM membrane potential
(20,25,240,243,244). To assess the degree to which destabilization of the TIM23SORT*
complex in the Δcrd1 and Δtaz1 strains results specifically from membrane
depolarization, WT mitochondria were titrated with CCCP prior to native gel analysis.
CCCP is an uncoupler that dissipates the membrane potential and effectively
disconnects the ETC from the formation of ATP.
1D BN-PAGE (Fig 4.5) and 2D BN/SDS-PAGE (Fig 4.6) were used to resolve the
CCCP-dependent differences in the distribution of the TIM23 assembly states. With
decreased IM potential, Tim23 showed only a slight increase in free protein (Fig 4.6),
with no discernible changes in its assembly state distributions. Tim21 also showed no
changes in the distributions of the TIM23 assemblies (Fig 4.5, Fig 4.6). Tim17, however,
did show an increase in the TIM23CORE assembly state with increasing concentrations of
CCCP (Fig 4.5, Fig 4.6). Finally, there was not a change in Tim50 association with the
TIM23SORT assembly state but there was an increase in free Tim50 protein (Fig 4.5, Fig
4.6).
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Together, these results show that although a reduced membrane potential may
destabilize the interaction of Tim17 with the TIM23SORT complex and increase the
amount of unassembled Tim50, it did not recapitulate the same trends seen above with
Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 mitochondria. We conclude that although the reduced membrane
potential in Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 could be contributing to the altered proportions of the
TIM23 complex it is not responsible for the overall destabilization of the TIM23SORT
complex that is seen in Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 mitochondria. Hence, properly remodeled CL
species are required for TIM23SORT assembly in a manner that goes beyond the
contribution of CL to the energized status of the IM.
4.4.3 CL Supplementation Shifts the Distribution of the TIM23 Assembly States
To understand if supplemental CL could reverse the destabilizing effects seen on
the TIM23 assembly states when CL is absent, we added CL-containing NDs and
added them to Δcrd1 mitochondria, and analyzed the samples by BN-PAGE (Fig 4.7),
and performed western blot with αTim23. Preliminary data suggests a concentration
dependent shift of the TIM23 assembly states when CL containing NDs were added (Fig
4.7). Specifically, when CL was added at a stoichiometric ratio of 10:1 relative to
endogenous CL levels found in WT mitochondria (Fig 4.7, 10-Fold) there was a
decrease in the amount of the TIM23CORE assembly state and a slight increase in the
TIM23SORT* assembly state, that was not seen with untreated Δcrd1 mitochondria. At
twenty times the amount of CL added, there was a defined shift away from Tim23
association with the TIM23CORE assembly state and an increase of Tim23 association
with both of the TIM23SORT assembly states (Fig 4.7, 20-Fold). Finally, when fifty times
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the amount of CL was added there was a dramatic effect, in that the distribution of
Tim23 shifted almost entirely to the TIM23SORT* assembly state (Fig 4.7, 50-Fold).
These preliminary results provide two major takeaways that must be studied
further. First, the destabilizing effects seen in Δcrd1 mitochondria seem to be reversible
in that the addition of supplemental CL can shift the distribution of Tim23 away from the
TIM23CORE assembly state and towards the TIM23SORTassembly states that mimics the
distributions seen in WT mitochondria. Second, these results suggest that the CL that
has been assembled into NDs is able to traverse the OM and integrate into the IM to
stabilize these IM proteins. This comprehensive study of the assembly states of the
TIM23 complex can now be used to understand the effects of supplemental CL, not only
on the assembly states of TIM23 but to provide insights into the potential application of
using NDs as a lipid delivery system, which will be discussed in more detail below.
4.5 Conclusions and Future Directions
The modular nature of the TIM23 complex allows multiple functional
organizations of the complex and the unique ability to both integrate proteins in the IM
and translocate proteins into the matrix. This modular organization is necessary for the
function of the TIM23 complex but also results in the fluid association of subunits
dependent on complex environment and functional state. Here, we have shown that a
lack of CL or the accumulation of MLCL in the mitochondria results in a destabilization
of the TIM23SORT complex and when CL is absent there is an accumulation of the
Tim23CORE assembly state. Interestingly, the lack of any strong phenotype associated
with the Δcld1 mutants shows that nascent CL supports TIM23SORT assembly as well as
fully-remodeled CL. We therefore conclude that tetra-acyl CL species, regardless of
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their specific acyl chain composition, are key to the assembly of TIM23SORT. We also
show that these alterations in the assembly states of TIM23 are not a strict result of the
decrease in membrane potential seen in Δtaz1 and Δcrd1 yeast strains.
We have also shown preliminary data suggesting that the destabilization of the
TIM23SORT complex due to a lack of CL is reversible with the addition of CL containing
NDs. Future research must be done to validate these results and to gain understanding
in how CL is able to cross the OM and integrate in the mitochondrial IM and stabilize
these assembly states. This optimized BN-PAGE assay will provide an effective readout
for understanding the effects of supplemental CL on the assembly states of the TIM23
complex. While NDs have traditionally been used to study membrane proteins, we have
shown here that NDs may also have potential as a lipid-delivery system. Previous
research suggest CL containing NDs localize to mitochondria but this research failed to
provide a clear mechanism for understanding how or in what capacity the CL may have
been integrated into mitochondria. This work serves as a starting point for our
development of a ND-based CL delivery system that can be specifically targeted to the
mitochondria through the addition of an N-terminal presequence to MSP (Fig 4.8A, B).
By experimenting with the sequence of the presequence (245) attached to MSP we
would be able to optimize ND targeting to the mitochondria (Fig 4.8C, left). Additionally,
we hypothesize that once the presequence has been engaged by the TOM and TIM23
(Fig 4.8, middle) complexes an unraveling of MPS from the ND would result in the
targeted release of the ND lipids in the vicinity of the mitochondria (Fig 4.8, right).
Together these results have provided a comprehensive understanding into the
effect of CL on the TIM23 assembly states and have preliminarily shown that this effect
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is reversible. These results open exciting avenues of research and the development of
using NDs as a mitochondria targeted lipid delivery system that could have profound
effects on heritable diseases involving defects in lipid biosynthesis, trafficking, and
remodeling such as Barth Syndrome.
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4.6 Figures

Figure 4.1. MSP is used for ND assembly. (A) Schematic of MSP. MSP1 is the
simplest form of MSP with a hexa-histidine tag separated by a TEV cleavage site and
linker. Multiple forms of MSP exist with a D1 deletion of 22 amino acids and an
increasing number of 22-amino acid amphipathic helices denoted (MSP1E1D1MSP1E3D1). (B) Two copies of MSP encircle the discoidal lipid bilayer to form a ND
of desired lipid composition and diameter depending on the MSP form used.
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Figure 4.2. BN-PAGE analysis of the effects of CL on the assembly states of the
TIM23 complex. Mitochondria from different CL backgrounds were solubilized with
digitonin, separated by BN-PAGE, and analyzed by western blot analyses against
Tim23, Tim17, Tim21, or Tim50 as indicated. The positions of the molecular weight
markers are indicated at the left side of the figure. Bold lines at the right side of the
figure indicate the identified TIM23 assembly states.
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Figure 4.3. Quantification of the assembly states of the TIM23 complex. Top,
Tim23. Middle, Tim17. Data are mean ± standard deviation of five independent
experiments. Bottom, Tim21, data are mean ± standard deviation of three
independent experiments. For each protein analyzed, statistical analyses were done
for each assembly state and compared each strain to WT.
* Indicates P< 0.1. **Indicates P<0.01.
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Figure 4.4. 2D BN/SDS-PAGE analysis of the effects of CL on the assembly
states of the TIM23 complex. Mitochondria from different CL backgrounds (as
indicated at the left side of the figure) were solubilized with digitonin and separated
by BN-PAGE (1st dimension). Each sample lane was excised and additionally
resolved by SDS-PAGE (2nd dimension) and analyzed by western blot analyses
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against Tim23, Tim17, Tim21, or Tim50 as indicated. The positions of the molecular
weight markers are indicated in kDa on the top of each set of images. Assembly
states of the TIM23 complex are indicated below each set of images.
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Figure 4.5. BN-PAGE analysis of the effects of dissipated membrane potential
on the TIM23 assembly states. WT mitochondria were treated with varying
concentrations of CCCP (as indicated at the top of each image), solubilized with
digitonin, separated by BN-PAGE, and analyzed by western blot against either
Tim23, Tim17 or Tim21, as indicated. The positions of the molecular weight markers
are indicated at the left side of the figure. Bold lines at the right side of the figure
indicate the identified TIM23 assembly states.
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Figure 4.6. 2D BN/SDS-PAGE analysis of the effects of dissipated membrane
potential on the TIM23 assembly states. WT mitochondria were treated with
varying concentrations of CCCP (as indicated at the left side of the figure) and then
solubilized with digitonin and separated by BN-PAGE (1st dimension). Each sample
lane was excised and additionally resolved by SDS-PAGE (2nd dimension) and
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analyzed by western blot analysis with the indicated antibody. The positions of the
molecular weight markers are indicated in kDa on the top of each set of images.
Assembly states of the TIM23 complex are indicated below each set of images.
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Figure 4.7. CL supplementation shifts the distribution of TIM23 assembly
states. Δcrd1 mitochondria were supplemented with varying concentrations of CL
containing NDs. CL was introduced to isolated mitochondria at a ratio of 10, 20, or 50
times (10-Fold, 20-Fold, 50-Fold) the amount of CL found in WT IM membranes.
Molecular weight markers are denoted on the left side of the image and identified
TIM23 assembly states are denoted on the right.
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Figure 4.8. NDs as a mitochondria targeted lipid delivery system. (A) Schematic
of an MSP design to integrate a mitochondrial presequence. Optimization of the
linker region and presequence will allow for efficient targeting of MSP to the	
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mitochondria. Possible presequences include the presequence of subunit nine of the
Fo-ATPase (pSu9), targeted to the mitochondrial matrix, or the presequence of
subunit four of cytochrome c oxidase (pCytcIV), targeted to the IM. (B) Schematic of
an assembled ND with MSP including a mitochondrial presequence. (C) Left, NDs
formed using MSP with an integrated presequence will be targeted to the
mitochondria, specifically through the TIM23 pathway. Middle, upon interaction with
the TOM and TIM23 complexes import of MSP will result in, right, the unraveling of
MSP and release of ND lipids.
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Chapter 5
Effect of N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone imine (NAPQI) on
Respiratory Complex II

Derived from:
Lee KK. Imaizumi N., Chamberland SR., Alder NN., Boelsterli UA. (2015) Targeting
Mitochondria with Methylene Blue Protects Mice Against Acetaminophen-Induced Liver
Injury Hepatology 61, 326-336.
*Collaborative work
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5.1 Abstract
Acetaminophen (APAP) overdose is the most frequent cause of drug-induced
liver injury in the Western world. Previous studies with mouse models have revealed
that impairment of mitochondrial respiration is an early event in the pathogenesis, but
the exact mechanisms have remained unclear, and therapeutic approaches to
specifically target mitochondria have been insufficiently explored. Here, we found that
the reactive oxidative metabolite of APAP, N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone imine (NAPQI),
caused the selective inhibition of mitochondrial complex II activity by >90% in both
yeast-derived complexes reconstituted into nanoscale model membranes and in mouse
hepatic mitochondria, as well as the decrease of succinate-driven ATP biosynthesis
rates. Based on these findings we hypothesized that methylene blue (MB), a
mitochondria-permeant compound that can act as an alternative electron carrier,
protects against APAP-induced hepatocyte injury. We found that MB (< 3 mM) readily
accepted electrons from NAPQI-altered, succinate-energized complex II and transferred
them to cytochrome c, restoring ATP biosynthesis rates. In conclusion, MB can
effectively protect mice against APAP-induced liver injury by bypassing the NAPQIaltered mitochondrial complex II, thus alleviating the cellular energy crisis. Because MB
is a clinically used drug, its potential application after APAP overdose in patients should
be further explored.
5.2 Introduction
5.2.1 The OXPHOS System
The majority of ATP synthesis occurs at the mitochondrial IM through oxidative
phosphorylation (OXPHOS). The OXPHOS system is composed of proteins of the
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electron transport chain (ETC), specifically, respiratory complexes I-IV along with the
F1Fo-ATP synthase, which is also known as complex V. Upon passage of electrons
through complexes I-IV, energy is generated in the form of a proton gradient across the
IM (Fig 5.1). The energy of this proton gradient is subsequently used to drive the
conversion of ADP to ATP by the F1Fo-ATP synthase. Complex I, known as NADH:
ubiquinone oxidoreductase, is only found in higher eukaryotes. In yeast, complex I is
replaced by multiple NADH dehydrogenases. In both systems, these proteins transport
protons across the membrane, aiding in the generation of the membrane potential.
Succinate: ubiquinone oxidoreductase (complex II) transports electrons from succinate
to ubiquinone, and will be discussed in more detail below. Cytochrome bc1 (complex III)
oxidizes ubiquinol, resulting in the transfer of electrons to cytochrome c and protons
being pumped to the IMS. Cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV), then utilizes electrons
donated from cytochrome c to reduce O2 into two molecules of H2O that again results in
protons being pumped into the IMS. Finally, F1Fo-ATP synthase (Complex V) produces
ATP by utilizing the energy stored in the proton gradient created by complexes I-IV
(24,246).
5.2.2 Complex II Structure and Function
Respiratory complex II is heterotetrameric in nature (Fig 5.2) (247-249). The
soluble catalytic dimer is located in the mitochondrial matrix and is anchored to the IM
by an integral membrane dimer. The catalytic dimer oxidizes succinate to fumarate as
part of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, referred to as the succinate dehydrogenase
(SDH) activity. The catalytic dimer consists of subunits, Sdh1p and Sdh2p in yeast, and
SdhA and SdhB in mammals. Sdh1p houses a covalently bound FAD cofactor, which
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allows the oxidation of succinate. Sdh2p contains three disparate iron-sulfur clusters
necessary for electron transport from FAD to ubiquinone. The integral IM dimer consists
of subunits Sdh3p and Sdh4p in yeast, and SdhC and SdhD in mammals,that
coordinate a b-type heme and contain the quinone-binding site (250,251). The transfer
of electrons from succinate to ubiquinone is referred to as the succinate: ubiquinone
oxidoreductase (SQR) activity of complex II.
5.2.3 Acetaminophen Induced Liver Injury
Acetaminophen (APAP) is the most widely used painkiller in the United States.
However, when taken in high doses, either intentionally or unintentionally, APAP can
lead to liver injury and eventually acute liver failure (252). While this hepatotoxicity is
common, the signaling pathway is not entirely understood. What is known has mostly
been investigated in mouse models (253-255) and shows mitochondria are critically
important in this process. The oxidative metabolite of APAP, N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone
imine (NAPQI), has been shown to interact with nucleophilic targets resulting in
oxidative stress and then, in subsequent phases, cell death (256-258). Once NAPQI
has been formed in the cytosol or in the mitochondria, it avidly reacts with multiple
targets, including cysteine residues on mitochondrial proteins (259-261). NAPQI can
also interfere, by poorly understood mechanisms, with the ETC. Previous studies have
shown that APAP, and as a result NAPQI, inhibits both complex I and II without altering
complex III and IV activity (262-265).
5.3 Materials and Methods
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5.3.1 Preparation of Yeast Complex II Enzymes Reconstituted into Nanoscale
Lipid Bilayers (Nanodiscs) and Measurement of Succinate:Ubiquone
Oxidoreductase Activity Toxicity
Complex II derived from S. cerevisiae (strain D273-10B) was reconstituted into
nanodiscs (Section 4.2.2.) as described (235). Briefly, isolated mitochondria were
solubilized in buffer containing 2% (w/v) dodecyl-β-D-maltoside, and clarified
supernatants containing complex II were used for nanodisc assembly reactions with
MSP1E3D1 and phospholipids POPC, POPE and tetralinoleoyl CL in molar ratios of
2:2:1. Samples were subjected to five-minute preincubation steps, first with a range of
NAPQI concentrations (up to 100 µM), and then with 10 µM decylubiquinone, before
addition of assay buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 62 µM
DCPIP). SQR activity was initiated by the addition of 20 mM succinate and monitored
over two minutes by measuring the extinction of DCPIP absorbance at ten second
intervals in an Amersham Biosciences Ultraspec 2100 pro UV/Vis spectrophotometer
(Fig 5.3). Measurements over the linear response range were used to calculate relative
SQR activity.
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 MSP Purification
MSP was purified as described (266). BL21 Escherichia coli cells were
transformed with the pET28a-MSP1E3D1 vector, grown to an OD600 of approximately
0.8, induced with isopropyl β-D-1-triogalactopyranoside, lysed, and collected by
centrifugation. A sample of supernatant and pellet was collected. Purification of MSP
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occurred through affinity chromatography with Ni-NTA agarose and increasing
concentrations of imidazole. The quality of the purification was resolved by SDS-PAGE
(Fig 5.4) and informed the elution fractions taken for dialysis and quantification. After
dialysis, necessary to remove residual imidazole, spectroscopic quantification of MSP
was done using A280 values.
5.4.2 NAPQI Inhibits Yeast Complex II Reconstituted into Nanodiscs
To confirm the inhibitory effects of NAPQI on complex II enzymatic activity, yeast
mitochondria were reconstituted into stable nanodiscs of defined lipid composition
(235). Following exposure to increasing concentrations of NAPQI, reconstituted
complex II showed a marked reduction in SQR activity, with >90% inhibition with 20µM
NAPQI (Fig 5.5). This reductionist nanodisc system was necessary in confirming that
complex II is specifically inhibited by NAPQI. The use of the complex II activity assay
allowed a clear understanding of the effect of NAPQI on SQR activity.
5.5 Conclusions
The inhibition of complex II activity by NAPQI was confirmed by our collaborators
(Lee KK., Imaizumi N., Boelsterli UA.) in mice mitochondria. With this inhibition of
complex II determined, our collaborators continued this study to further test if MB could
bypass the NAPQI inhibition of complex II. MB is an alternative electron carrier that is
currently used as a redox-active drug and importantly has been shown to bypass
compromised complex I (267). Previous research has shown that MB can bypass
complex I by accepting electrons from NADH at the NADH-binding site on complex I
and transferring them to more distal sites of the ETC. This study expanded this research
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by identifying that MB can circumvent complex II inhibition by NAPQI by transferring
electrons from succinate to more distal sites of the ETC. Our collaborators showed that
there were decreased ATP biosynthesis rates of mouse mitochondria with treatment
with NAPQI. However, when mitochondria were treated with both NAPQI and MB there
was a rescue of ATP biosynthesis rates. Our collaborators also looked at the effect of
NAPQI and MB on liver damage in mice. Monitoring alanine aminotransferase (ALT) in
blood is a read out for liver damage. When mice were treated with APAP there was a
significant increase in ALT levels indicating liver damage, but when mice were treated
with both APAP and MB, there was a return to near normal levels of ALT, meaning the
extensive liver damage caused by APAP alone was attenuated by MB. These results
allowed for a mechanism of action for NAPQI inhibition of complex II and attenuation by
MB (Fig 5.6).
Currently, N-acetylcysteine is used to prevent the progression of acute liver
failure caused by APAP overdoses. However, this treatment must be given within a
relatively short time window (268). Here, we identified a possible alternative treatment
for APAP induced acute liver failure through the use of MB, an already clinically used
drug.
This study focused on the effects of NAPQI and MB on complex II activity within
the larger process of APAP induced liver injury. The dysfunction of complex II in the
presence of NAPQI results in the interruption of the inter-protein communication of the
ETC. The reconstitution of complex II into nanodiscs in this study allowed for the direct
investigation of the effect of NAPQI on complex II using a complex-specific SQR activity
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assay that was a necessary basis for understanding the mechanism of APAP induced
acute liver failure.
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5.6 Figures

Figure 5.1. Schematic of the ETC of the mitochondrial IM. The ETC is located in
the mitochondrial IM. NADH is utilized by complex I resulting in electrons being
passed to ubiquinone (Q) and protons being transferred across the IM into the IMS.
Complex II passes electrons from succinate to ubiquinone. Complex III transfers
electrons from ubiquinone to cytochrome c (cyt c) in the IMS while contributing to the
proton gradient. Electrons continue to complex IV resulting in the reduction of O2 to
H2O and the pumping of protons into the IMS. Together this results in the formation
of a proton gradient across the IM. Complex V utilizes the energy of this proton
gradient to convert ADP and Pi into ATP in the mitochondrial matrix.	
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Figure 5.2. Homology model of yeast respiratory complex II. Figure is
derived from the PDB structure 1PB4 (249). Complex II consists of a soluble
catalytic dimer and membrane bound dimer. The catalytic dimer is composed
of Sdh1p (yellow) and Sdh2p (green) located in the mitochondrial matrix. The
membrane bound heterodimer is situated in the IM and composed of Sdh3p
(red) and Sdh4p (blue).
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Figure 5.3. Complex II activity and the complex II SQR activity assay.
Complex II is part of both the ETC and TCA cycle. As part of the ETC, complex
II transfers electrons from succinate to ubiquinone through its SQR activity.
Electrons are transferred through FAD, the three iron-sulfur clusters (Fe-S), and
then to ubiquinone (Q) (left side). The SQR activity assay utilizes this pathway
with the addition of succinate and the ubiquinone analog, decylubiquinone (DB).
Upon reduction of DB, electrons can then be passed to the artificial electron
acceptor dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP), the reduction of which acts as a
readout for SQR activity, which can be spectroscopically monitored at 600nm.
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Figure 5.4. Purification of MSP. The MSP purification fractions were resolved by
SDS-PAGE and coomassie staining. S, supernatant from E. coli lysate. P, pellet from
E. coli lysate. An Ni-NTA column was used for purification. FT, column flow through.
W1-W3, column wash steps. E1-E6, column elution steps. Imidazole concentrations
were as follows, W1: 0mM, W2: 20mM, W3: 50mM E1-E6: 400mM.
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Figure 5.5. Effect of NAPQI on complex II SQR activity. SQR activity of yeast
complex II reconstituted into nanodiscs following preincubation with various
concentrations of NAPQI. Data are mean ± standard deviation of four independent
nanodisc preparations. * indicates P < 0.05. 20µM NAPQI resulted in >90% inhibition
of SQR activity.
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Figure 5.6. Schematic representation of the mechanism of MB bypassing
compromised complex II. Upon APAP induced injury there is production of the
oxidative metabolite NAPQI, a decrease in OXPHOS, and an increase in ROS
production. MB can accept electrons from succinate when complex II is inhibited by
NAPQI and unable to accept these electrons. MB then transfers electrons to to more
distal sites of the ETC therefore restoring ETC function and protecting from
dysfunction complex II and fighting against APAP induced injury.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Coevolution Analysis of the Mitochondrial Carrier Family Provides
Insights into Conformational Dynamics and Transport Mechanisms –
Supplemental Figures

Appendix B – The TIM23 and TOM Complex Subunit Sequence Database
Summary
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Appendix A – Coevolution Analysis of the Mitochondrial Carrier Family Provides
Insights into Conformational Dynamics and Transport Mechanisms –
Supplemental Figures

Table A.1. Number of coevolving pairs sorted by structural region. Table
includes the number of coevolving residue pairs within and between each
structural element of yeast AAC (4C9G). All coevolving residue pairs are
included in this table. H – Transmembrane helix. h - matrix-helix. m – matrix
exposed loops. C – cytosolic exposed loops.
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Table A.2. Coevolving pairs of the Matrix and Cytosolic Gates. (A)
Predicted coevolving pairs of the c-state salt bridge and glutamine brace
residues. Colored circles match the color of the residues in Figure 2.11. (B)
Predicted coevolving pairs of the m-state salt bridge and tyrosine brace
residues. Colored circles match the color of the residues in Figure 2.12.
Distance category circles – green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å
apart.
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Figure A.1. Intramodule transmembrane helical packing of module two. The
coevolution analysis identified residues in a classical i, i+4 pattern along one
helical face, shown as colored spheres. These faces suggest the intramodule
interaction of the transmembrane helices. Left, c-state structure. Middle, RaptorX
Contact Model. Right, m-state structure. Distances between residues are depicted
as color-coded lines (green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å apart).
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Figure A.2. Intramodule transmembrane helical packing of module three.
The coevolution analysis identified residues in a classical i, i+4 pattern along
one helical face, shown as colored spheres. These faces suggest the
intramodule interaction of the transmembrane helices. Left, c-state structure.
Middle, RaptorX Contact Model. Right, m-state structure. Distances between
residues are depicted as color-coded lines (green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å
apart; red, >10Å apart).
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Table A.3. Table of analogous intramodule coevolving pairs of the
transmembrane domain. Analogous coevolving pairs grouped in this table. Distance
category circles – green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å apart.
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Table A.4. Transmembrane Intermodule Highly Coevolving Interactions.
Listed are the pairs identified as highly coevolving that occur in the
transmembrane region of the channel between two modules. Red circles
indicate residues in the top 5% of coevolving residues and orange circles
indicate top 10% and match the residues colored in Figure 2.16. Distance
category circles – green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å apart.
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Table A.5. Highly Coevolving Interactions of the matrix helix h12.
Listed are the pairs identified as highly coevolving that occur in matrix
helix h12. Red circles indicate residues in the top 5% of coevolving
residues and orange circles indicate top 10% and match the residues
colored in Figure 2.16. Distance category circles – green, <5Å apart;
yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å apart.
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Table A.6. Highly Coevolving Interactions of the matrix helix h34. Listed
are the pairs identified as highly coevolving that occur in matrix helix h34. Red
circles indicate residues in the top 5% of coevolving residues and orange
circles indicate top 10% and match the residues colored in Figure 2.16.
Distance category circles – green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å
apart.
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Table A.7. Highly Coevolving Interactions of the matrix helix h56. Listed are the
pairs identified as highly coevolving that occur in matrix helix h56. Red circles
indicate residues in the top 5% of coevolving residues and orange circles indicate top
10% and match the residues colored in Figure 2.16. Distance category circles –
green, <5Å apart; yellow, 5-10Å apart; red, >10Å apart.
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Appendix B – The TIM23 and TOM Complex Subunit Sequence Database
Summary	
  

Table B.1. Summary of TIM23 Subunit Database. Number of individual
sequences for subunits from the TIM23 or TOM Complexes.
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Table B.2. Summary of Presequence Database. Number of individual
sequences for the listed proteins.
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Table B.3. Summary of Concatenated Subunit Database. Number of
sequences that have been matched by species and concatenated together.
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